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Tribute 
to Professor 
Haim Gevaryahu 

When one views the ramified array of activities of the World Jewish Bible Society to

day, it is hard to believe that the founder, developer and present-day Bible scholar

administrator of the Soci~ty started life in a farming family and did noi see the inside of a 

formal classroom of secular studies until the age Or maturity. Son of a villager in the Car

pathian Mountains, Haim Gevaryahu grew up tending the goats and the geese of his 

farming family, one of 70 Jewish families, in the midst of a general population of 1000 

families where farming and animal husbandry were their exclusive occupation. The little 

education he received in his childhood and youth was from the network of small yeshivot 

established by the disciples of the famous Chatam Sofer of Press burg. Up to the age of 

seven, he had the freedom of roaming the fields and exploring the streams of his locality 

for fish, without the compulsion of formal education. Through the years of his youth, he 

cared more for the vineyard and orchard he planted than the Talmudic texts that he 

studied. His love of trees is still very evident today in the abundant "bustan" he has in the 

back of his modest home in Nave Shaanan below the Ram Campus of the Hebrew 

University, tended entirely by his wife Hannah. 

In his childhood home in the European village there was no complete Tenakh. But in 

the synagogue, he discovered the prophetic books and was fascinated especially by the 

references to nature and plant life. One striking prophetic phrase caught his attention ,Jl1 
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,~~1PU N~ nmM, Y'i' n'i':~ ,,~p The harvest is past, the summer is ended, and we are nol 

saved (Jeremiah 8:20; Haftarah for Tisha Be'av). There was indeed a clear connection 

between the cycle of nature and the ultimate redemption of Israel. A Zionist dream began 

to bud within his consciousness as he would compare the references to nature depicted in 

the Talmud and in the commentaries of the Pentateuch (especially Rashi) with the 

natural landscape of his Carpathian Mountain homestead. 

At the age of eighteen, he was ready to experience the wider world when he went ofT to 

a yeshiva in Eisenstadt, Austria. After a short stay, he transferred to the renowned 

Yeshiva of Dr. Yosef Breuer in Frankfurt-am-Main, Germany. But then came 1933 and 

the rise of Hitler. He did not hesitate to engage Germans in discussions on nationalism, 

universalism and especially on issues of personal conscience and responsibility. He soon 

learned from these personal encounters that there was no future for Jews in Europe. 

In 1936 he came to Israel (then Palestine) and entered a Kibbutz. His thirst for learning 

stirred him to attempt the "externa" examinations (for those without formal education) 

which enabled him to enroll at the Hebrew University. Bible, archeology and Jewish 

philosophy (including Kabbala) were his three majors. At this point he abandoned his 

first love: farming. Not exactly so. During the siege of Jerusalem in 1948, he taught 

others how to grow vegetables. His great achievement that critical spring was hid wide 

distribution to many families of petrazilia (parsley) that he planted, for usc at the Pas

sover Seder in the ceremony of Ctl,:J. 

After completin'g his doctorate at the Hebrew University, he began to enjoy the fel

lowship of the great Biblical scholar, Yehezkel Kaufmann, whose fame had just begun to 

spread. This fellow-disciple relationship continued through Professor Kaufmann's years, 

to the point that he was appointed one of the two executors of the scholar's will. Further

more, he was charged by Kaufmann to propagate his teachings, a task he has been fulfill

in_g in preparing several works for publication elucidating the philosophy of his master. 

Soon after the establishment of the State of Israel, Dr. Gevaryahu was instrumental in 

assembling some of his fellow-students in the continuing self-study and research in 

Biblical lore and literature. At that time there were three or four known Bible study 

groups in the country. Before long, a Biblical society was formed, with nine permanent 

members in the Jerusalem group. Bold enough to call for a Biblical conference in 1949, 

the society was surprised at the outpouring of participants - 600 in place of the expected 

40 to 60 - which was an indication of the newly evoked but intrinsic interest in Bible in 

so many of the settlements in Israel. Soon afterward, the Israel Society for Biblical 

Research (also called World Jewish Bible Society) was launched. From its inception to 

the present day, Dr. Gevaryahu has been its leader. Service at the helm of this world-wide 
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organization was interrupted only by a two year Sabbatical as Guest Professor at Drop

sie University, Philadelphia. 

Upon the celebration of the first decade of the State of Israel, 1958, a major Biblical 

event took place: the first international Bible contest for adults, Jews and non-Jews. 

About a dozen countries sent their delegated contestants to Jerusalem for the contest, 

with only one Jewish participant, Amos Haham, from Israel, winner of that contest. This 

was an electrifying experience for Israel and for the other countries that broadcast the 

proceedings via radio (T.V. was yet unknown then). At this stage of his career a signifi

cant event occurred. David ben Gurion, himself an avid student of Bible, found time to at

tach himself wholeheartedly to the Society. He attended every possible subsequent adult 

and youth contest and became president of the Society. He also hosted for many years 

the original Bible study group in his homes in Jerusalem, Tel Aviv and Sde Boker. Later, 

the study group was hosted by the President of the State of Israel Zalman Shazar and his 

successor Ephraim Katzir. This tradition is now carried on by the present head .of the 

government, Prime Minister Menachem Begin. 

Today, the Society can look to many hundreds of Bible study groups in Israel and 

equally many in Jewish communities in countries throughout the world. It can boast of 

more than a score of volumes and Festschriften published under its auspices; three 

quarterlies: Beth Mikra, in Hebrew; Dor le Dor, in English; and Decir, in Spanish; these 

are sent to members of the Society through the five continents. The Bible contests for 

Jewish youth and also for Jewish and non-Jewish adults have become a central factor in 

the cultural life of Israel and the diaspora. 
Four children and four grandchildren are the pride of Professor and Mrs. Gevaryahu. 

Batya, their eldest daughter, has academic degrees in art and pedagogy. Her husband, 
Dr. Michael Wise, has his doctorate in physics. They have three children. Gilad is an 
economist. His wife, Janet, a pediatrician, will bless the family with a fifth grandchild. 
Sarah is a graphic artist, employed at the daily newspaper, Maariv. Her husband, Alex 
Ausbi, is a radio commentator at the Israel Defense Forces Radio. They have one child. 
Rachel is a student at Beer-sheva University, specializing in Health and Education. 

The personal tragedy in the loss of Dr. Gevaryahu's son, Reuven, in the Yom Kippur 

War and the long illness and demise of Reuven's very young daughter, Leah Liad, 
has left him a bit melancholy. He finds his consolation in his indefatigable zeal on 
behalf of the Society and its cultural activities. His major new concern is focused on the 

forthcoming establishment of the Beth Hatenakh, to serve as the international Jewish 

Center dedicated to the Book of Books. 



THE ANTWERP POLYGLOT BIBLE (1568-1573) 
A TRIUMPH OF HEBRAISM 

BY GABRIEL SIV AN 

Considerable public interest was aroused earlier this year by "Piantin of 

Antwerp", an exhibition of books and prints from the Plantin-Moretus Museum 

in Antwerp, which the Israel Museum displayed for ten weeks in Jerusalem. A 

welcome product of the Israel-Belgian cultural agreement, this exhibition shed 

light on Humanism and publishing in the 16th century, and also placed special 

emphasis on pioneering editions of the Hebrew Bible. To underline the cultural 

importance of this event, the Israel Museum issued a profusely illustrated 

catalogue in Hebrew and English, outlining some of the relevant historical 

background. 

Unfortunately, however, typographical matters were stressed to the virtual ex

clusion of what really ought to have been given pride of place: the unique 

religious milieu in which Plantin flourished, and the real facts concerning the 

great Polyglot Bible with which his name is closely linked. The average visitor 

touring this exhibition would never have guessed that a fascinating story lay 

behind the (sometimes inaccurate) data placed before him. 

While engaged in a major research project over twenty years ago, I stumbled 

across the essentials of this story in the archives of the Plantin-Moretus Museum, 

where the world's only 16th-century printing house is carefully preserved. The 

ramifications of a strange intellectual conspiracy soon emerged, leading me to ex
tend my inquiries to Paris and Venice. Among the principal factors involved were 

Hebrew and Biblical scholarship (both Jewish and Christian) in the age of 
Humanism, the religious upheavals of the post-Reformation era, Christian kab

balism, and the expulsion of the Jews from Spain and Portugal. The account 

which follows will provide some clearer insight into what was, until recently, a lit

tle known phenomenon of the Renaissance. 

RELIGIOUS CONFLICT IN THE LOW COUNTRIES 

A Frenchman born near Tours, Christophe Plantin (1520-1589) learned the 

Dr. Gabriel Sivan, a Jerusalem writer and lecturer, author of The Bible and Civilization and co

author of Judaism A-Z, is also a specialist in Renaissance culture. 
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bookbinding trade and moved to the Flemish city of Antwerp in 1549. Within the 

next quarter-century he was to become the most successful publisher of his time 

in northern Europe.' A fact of greater importance, as far as our story is con

cerned, is the distinction which Plantin gained as a Christian printer of Hebrew 

books, in which field he ranked second only to the great Daniel Bamberg of 

Venice, 2 whose editions of the Talmud and of the Hebrew Bible with its Rabbinic 

commentaries (Mikra'ot Gedolot) were monuments of Jewish scholarship and of 

the typographer's art. 

Plantin's arrival in Antwerp was no mere accident. Far from being an 

"enlightened Catholic", as uninformed critics still maintain, this French emigre 
had become sympathetic to the doctrines of Protestant Reform, which was gain

ing ground rapidly at the time under the energetic leadership of John Calvin. 

Indeed, the French Wars of Religion (1562-1598)- highlighted by the Saint 

Bartholomew Night massacre of leading Huguenots in 1572 - clearly affected 

Plantin's outlook and career. So did contemporary religious currents in the Low 

Countries and the repressive Catholic policy of Philip II of Spain, which led to 

the revolt and eventual independence of the Protestant Netherlands. 

By the mid-16th century, Antwerp had become a stronghold of radical, in

dependent thought and activity, most of its population being staunchly Calvinist. 

Fretting under Spanish rule, Antwerp's rebellious burghers concentrated on 

developing their city's prosperous economy and welcomed enterprising, liber

tarian immigrants from less tolerant lands. As we shall see, even "New 

Christian" (Marrano) merchants fleeing persecution in Spain and Portugal could 

be sure of a refuge in this cosmopolitan Flemish port. From every point of view, 
there is much significance in the fact that Guy Le Fevre de La Boderie 

(1541-1598), a remarkable French poet and Hebraist who joined Plan tin's team 

of editors in 1568,3 chose to salute Antwerp as "the Venice of the North". 

I. On Plantin, see Encyclopaedia Judaica (hereinafter "EJ''), Vol. 13, cols. 613-4; Colin Clair, 

Christopher Plan/in (London, 1960); and Gabriel Sivan, The Bible and Civilization (Jerusalem & 

New York, 1973), pp. 52-3. 

2. On Bomberg, see especially EJ, Vol. 4, cols. 1195-6; Cecil Roth, The Jews in the Renaissance 

(Philadelphia, 1959), pp. 162-3. Contrary to popular misconception, Bomberg was not a Jew but 

an CmigrC Christian Antwerper 0f Protestant sympathies. 

3. La Boderie's role in the Polyglot "conspiracy" has been underestimated. See Joseph Perles, 
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While still in Paris, before his move to Flanders, Plantin had made contact 
with local agents of Hendrik Niclaes, a Flemish Anabaptist "prophet" whose 

radical "House of Love'' was well established in Antwerp. These Niclaesians or 

"Familists" probably encouraged the ambitious young craftsman to better 

himself in Antwerp, where he found the means to open a printing press in 1555. 

Eight years later, Plantin, now the head of a flourishing business (and, incidental· 

ly, the clandestine publisher and distributor of Niclaesian tracts), went into a dis

creet partnership with a number of wealthy Flemish and New Christian 

merchants who helped him to expand the publishing house and its operations. 

Theologically, the House (or "Family") of Love was a curious underground 

sect. Niclaes, whose agents penetrated England as well as some Catholic lands, 

taught that the outward form of worship was less important than inner piety. 

"Love God and your fellow man, and never force your views on others" seems to 

have been the Niclaesian ideal. Such a religious philosophy naturally appealed to 

many liberal Christians who preferred a quiet life to martyrdom. It also explains 

Christophe Plantin's frantic efforts to avoid exposing his true colors, and his 

political duplicity - offering his services to Philip II of Spain and printing the 

Vatican Index of Prohibited Books while conspiring with William the Silent and 

the Dutch, printing Calvinist works and smuggling heretical literature into Spain. 

Among those involved in these clandestine activities were (apart from Plantin's 

immediate household) the geographer Abraham Ortelius, Cornelius van den 

Berghen (a great-nephew of Daniel Romberg) and practically the entire editorial 

staff of the Antwerp Polyglot, which would masquerade as "the Bible of the 

Counter-Reformation". 

"NEW CHRISTIANS" AND CRYPTQ.JEWS 

Following the expulsion of all professing Jews from Spain (1492) and Portugal 

(1497), zealous inquisitors of the "Holy Office" turned their attention to those 

recently converted Jews and other persons of known Jewish descent whose 
Catholic orthodoxy was under suspicion. Many of these Marranos or "New 

Christians" escaped to France, England and the Low Countries, where they 

rebuilt their lives and figured prominently in international commerce. Some main-

BeiJriige zur Geschichte der hebriiischen und aramiiischen Studien (Munich, 1884), pp. 78ff.; EJ, 

Vol. 10, cols. 1563-4; Sivan, op. cit., pp. 52-3, 249-50. 
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tained an underground crypto-Jewish existence, but many more had lost contact 

with Judaism for generations past. Those in the former category established 

kehillot in Bordeaux, Amsterdam and London once it was safe to do so; the rest 

often became Protestants, settling their old scores with Spain as militant ad

vocates of their new creed. 4 

The first "New Christian" merchants to settle in Antwerp were evidently of the 

latter type. Posing as good Catholics, they were left undisturbed by the Spanish 

authorities. A new wave of immigration in 1565, however, brought Marranos 

strongly committed to their ancestral faith. Before these newcomers moved 

elsewhere at the end of the century, they had established a clandestine synagogue 

and somehow managed to print a Hebrew prayer book in 15 77.' 

Among Christophe Plantin's most intimate friends and business associates 

were a number of prominent "New Christians" whose Jewish links appear to 

have been somewhat tenuous. They included Marco Perez, president of the 

Calvinist consistory of Flanders in 1566, who eventually fled to Basle; his 

brother, Luis, who managed to cover his tracks and so remained in Antwerp; and 

Marco's brother-in-law, Martin LOpez, another militant Calvinist. Martin's sister, 

Ursula (nee LOpez de Villanova), the wife of Marco Perez, was an aunt of the 

celebrated French essayist, Michel de Montaigne, whose mother (Antoinette de 

Louppes) had distinguished Jewish ancestors6 

It is tempting to speculate about the possibility of a family connection between 

the Lopez clan of Antwerp and a certain Dr. Rodrigo Lopez, who achieved dis

tinction as one of the physicians to Queen Elizabeth of England. A Portuguese 

Marrano immigrant, Rodrigo Lopez is known to have been active in London's 

crypto-Jewish community, which provided financial support for the underground 

synagogue in Antwerp. 7 He became involved in various political intrigues of the 

4. For more details. see Cecil Roth. A His lory of the Marmnos (Philadelphia. 194 7 edition), pp. 

236-9, 252ff. 

5. Ibid., p. 239, and EJ, Vol. 13, col. 614: see also below. 

6. On these family connections, sec Cecil Roth, The House of Nasi: The Duke of Naxos 

(Philadelphia, 1948), p. 58, and Personalities and £1'ellls in Je11·ish Hisrory (Philadelphia, 1953), 

pp. 212-225. 
i. On Rodrigo Lopez, see Roth, A History of the Marra11os, pp. 256-7, and £1, Vol. II, cols. 

489-490. 
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time and was executed in 1594 on a trumped-up charge of attempting to poison 

his royal patient. The trial of Dr. Lopez took place amid an anti-Semitic storm, 

which has fostered the belief that this unfortunate victim of circumstance inspired 

Shakespeare's portrayal of Shylock in The Merchant of Venice.' 

More mundane, but nonetheless noteworthy, is the fact that in 1576, some 

time after the death of Martin Lopez, Plantin managed to acquire his late as

sociate's fine house on Antwerp's Vrijdagmarkt, which he transformed into the 

center of his expanding business operations. 9 By then, he had become one of the 

leading printers of the age, with no less than 22 presses at his disposal, but a sue~ 

cession of grim events was to undermine his prosperity, at least for some time. 

That same year, a mercenary revolt (known as "The Spanish Fury") destroyed 

Antwerp's prospects as the chief port and commercial center of the Low 

Countries. Spanish Catholic repression subsequently drove thousands of dis

senters out of the city, which ceased to be a bastion of religious freedom and 

enlightenment. 

Plan tin himself fled north to the United Provinces, where he spent several years 

in exile as the official printer of the Dutch States General. Toward the end of his 

life, he was able to make his way quietly back to Antwerp and supervise the 

transfer of his publishing house to his no less enterprising descendants. The 

"Golden Compass" remained in their charge for another 250 years, but its days 

of glory had passed -together with those of a once thriving, intellectually impor

tant Flemish city. 

"GENESIS"- HOW THE POLYGLOT BIBLE WAS CONCEIVED 

Having investigated Christophe Plantin's ambiguous career and associations, 

we can now look more closely at his outstanding publication - the Antwerp 

Polyglot Bible, 10 as it is popularly known - and arrive at certain conclusions. 

Successful and ambitious, Plantin was ready for some major publishing ven~ 

8. EJ, ibid., and Vol. 14, col. 1262. 

9. This building now houses the Plantin-MorelUs Museum. a detail which receives no mention in 

the Israel Museum catalogue. 

I 0. Biblia Sacra, Hebraice, Chaldaice, Graece & Latine (8 vols., Antwerp, 1568-73). See Leon 

Voet, The Golden Compasses (Amsterdam, 1969), pp. 21-73: Clair, op. cit., passim; Sivan, op. cit., 

pp. 52-3. 
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ture by the beginning of 1565. Andreas Maes, 11 the Orientalist in his immediate 

circle, suggested a new Bible project in five languages, on the lines of the Biblia 

Complutensis printed in Spain half-a-century before. This work, prepared by a 

team of scholars at the University of Alcala de Henares in 1514-17, ~ad enjoyed 

the patronage of Archbishop Francisco Jimenez de Cisneros, whose Erasmian 

sympathies later resulted in the "Complutensian" Bible's condemnation. 12 

Nothing daunted, Maes pointed out that only 600 copies of that Spanish edition 

had rolled off the press, making it a rarity; an improved, amplified and updated 

version of the "Complutensian" should therefore be a marketable commodity. 

Plan tin agreed, knowing that (in the event of renewed criticism) he would have a 

friend and protector in the person of Cardinal Antoine de Granvelle, whose in

dulgent liberalism exceeded that of Cisneros. 

Some Latin and Greek Bibles had already appeared under Plantin's imprint, 

and he now decided to broaden this side of his operations. Through Cornelius 

van den Berghen, he was able to procure some valuable tools- a complete set of 

Hebrew punches from the old press of Daniel Bamberg in Venice. Before long, 

more had to be ordered from the eminent French typecutter, Guillaume Le Be, a 

superb craftsman whose designs have been copied down to our own time. 13 In 

1566, Plantin issued his first Hebrew Bible in three different formats, taking care 

to suppress the fact that his sales would be made not in Christian Europe but 

among the Jewish communities of "Barbary" (North Africa). 

The kind of Bible project which Plantin and Maes had in mind, however, 

would require three things which their well-to-do merchant friends in Antwerp 

could never provide: distinguished patronage, a vast sum of money and a 

scholarly editorial board. Maes achieved some initial success in 1565 by securing 

a grant from the Lutheran Elector of Saxony; he then started work by himself on 

the sacred texts and Plantin was able to display some proof sheets a year later at 

the trade fair in Frankfurt am Main. 

There remained one obvious problem - the recruitment of competent Bible 
scholars with a sound knowledge of languages, particularly Hebrew, Aramaic 

II. On Maes, see Roth, The Je11-·s in the Renaissance, pp. 149, 164; EJ, Vol. II, cols. 684-5. 

12. EJ, Vol. 2, col. 540; Sivan, op. cit., p. 264. 

13. On Le Be, see EJ, Vol. 10, co\s. 1547-8. P!antin of Antwerp, the exhibition catalogue 

published by the Israel Museum, contains some fine examples of the typecutter's handiwork. 
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· and Syria c. In Italy, France and Germany such men could easily be found, but 

not in the Low Countries. 14 Fortunately, at about this time, Plantin's Niclaesian 

allies were in contact with the leading French Orientalist of the age, Guillaume 

Postel,l 5 a !Jeretical "prophet" who had been living in protective custody since 

1562. Despite his religious eccentricity, to which I shall return, Postel was 

eminently qualified to participate in an enterprise which seemed likely to promote 

his doctrine of Universal Harmony and to reunite Jews, Christians and Muslims 

under "One King, One Law and One Faith". He had made two long journeys to 

the Holy Land and published dozens of books and treatises on subjects ranging 

from comparative philology to mystical exegesis. As the foremost exponent of 

the Christian Kabbalah, he had also produced amplified translations of the 

Zohar and other kabbalistic books and, while working as a (highly tolerant) cen

sor at Bamberg's Venice press in 1546-49, he had even published an extraor

dinary kabbalistic treatise on the seven-branched Candelabrum - first in Hebrew 

(Or Nerot Ha-Menorah, 1548), and subsequently in Latin and French. 16 

Plantin nevertheless had to proceed with caution. There could be no question 

of inviting Postel to Antwerp, since he was under house arrest. This prolific 

genius, a onetime professor at the College Royal in Paris, was, furthermore, a 

notorious heretic execrated by orthodox Catholics and Protestants alike. Believ

ing that Christianity must, quite literally, return to its sources, he had called for 

the Papacy's transfer from Rome to Jerusalem and (as his adoption of a strange 

Hebrew sobriquet indicated) he advocated a revolutionary revival ofthe Church 

in its Judea-Christian form. 17 At the best of times, therefore, it would have been 

14. On Christian Hebraism in the age of Humanism and the Renaissance. see Fran~ois Secret, 

Les kabbalistes chritiens de Ia Renaissance (Paris. 1964); Sa!o Baron, A Social and Religious 

History of the Jews, Vol. 13 (2nd cdn., Philadelphia, 1969), pp. 159-414; EJ, Vol. 8. cols. 9-71; 

and Sivan, op. cit., pp. 47-54. 

15. There is now a vast literature dealing with Postel: sec especially F. Secret, op. cit., pp. 

171-217: EJ, Vol. 13, cols. 932-3; and Sivan. op. cit., pp. 52. 407-410. 

16. Fran<yois Secret. Guillaume Posrel (1510-1581) er son lnterprCtation du Candeta6re de 

Moyse (Nieuwkoop, 1966). 

17. While imprisoned for four years at Ripetta (1555-59). Postel was overheard by some Jewish 

detainees there praying in Hebrew. See Isaiah Sonne (ed.), Mi-Paolo Ha-Revi'i ad Pius Ha

lfamishi (Jerusalem, 1954), p. 72. 
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dangerous to advertise any close contact with such a man. The problem was 

overcome by enlisting the aid of Postel's most erudite disciples. Two of them -

Andreas Maes and Plantin's son-in-law, Fran~ois Ravelingen (Raphelengius) -

were already in Antwerp; two more, the brothers Guy and Nicolas LeFevre de 

La Boderie, would come from Paris in 1568; 18 and others would obligingly 

become "censors" for the ~~catholic" Polyglot Bible. 

"EXODUS"- HOW THE POLYGLOT CAME TO BE PRINTED 

Meanwhile, just as the project was beginning to take shape in 1566, Plantin 

suddently faced disaster. 19 Calvinist zealots invaded Catholic churches in 

Antwerp, destroying statues and images in a violent outburst of iconoclasm. 

Though deeply involved in anti-Spanish and anti-Catholic propaganda at the 

time, he dreaded the consequences of this shortsighted zealotry, and the 

impending arrival of a Spanish expedition, headed by the Duke of Alva, threw 

him into a fit of despair. An investigation of Plantin's papers and affairs could 

hardly fail to uncover his association with prominent Calvinists, his involvement 

with the "Family of Love" and the underground activities conducted from his 

press. 

In a desperate act of self-preservation, after Marco Perez and Cornelius van 

den Berghen had fled the country, Plan tin severed his ties with Niclaes and 

sought other ways of escape from prying eyes. It now suddenly occurred to him 

that the revised "Complutensian" Bible on which he and Maes had been working 

might be a most effective smokescreen. In light of the "Calvinist menace", would 

not such a project - under respectable Catholic auspices - prove of great benefit 

to the Church of Rome, and who better than Philip II of Spain himself could ex

tend the protection and patronage which its publisher needed? 

As the Duke of Alva began his systematic repression of heresy in the Low 

Countries, Plantin started bombarding Cardinal Granvelle and Gabriel de 

<;:ayas, Philip II's personal secretary, with letters protesting his loyalty to the 

18. The present article is based, in part, on the author's unpublished doctoral thesis, Guy Le 

Fevre de La Boderie and his Epic "History" of Gaul: The Biblical, Rabbinic and Kabbalistic 

Foundations of a French Renaissance Legend (2 vols., Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 1974). 

19. For much important background on the Polyglot ;'conspiracy'·, see Bernard Rekers, Benito 

Arias Montano (1527-1598) (London, 1972). 
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Roman Catholic faith and his love and admiration for the Spanish crown. 

Through their intervention, and his own subtle proposal that a new Polyglot Bible 

should be issued to the greater glory of Spain, no thorough investigation of 

Plantin's business was ever undertaken. Oil had been poured on the troubled 

waters just in time, and the danger passed. 20 

Having thus saved both his printing house and his head, Christophe Plantin 

had another stroke of luck when news reached him of a rival Protestant Bible to 

be published in Heidelberg. Its sponsor was a converted Italian Jew, Immanuel 

Tremellius, who was Professor of Holy Scripture at Heidelberg University21 In 

fact, however, this was a far less ambitious project (as Plantin himself probably 

knew) and, since Tremellius' Bible only appeared in the late 1570s, it never 

represented a threat to the Antwerp Polyglot. To use it as an additional argument 

in favor of his own project, however, was an astute move on Plantin's part. 

By the spring of 1568, everything was settled. Granvelle and <;ayas had sup

ported the proposal; leading Spanish theologians had done likewise; approba

tions had come from the Vatican and the Inquisition; and Philip II was ready to 

give his patronage and financial backing to what would be called in Spain the 

Biblia Real. What probably decided matters was the enthusiastic recommenda

tion of Philip's chaplain, Dr. Benito Arias Montano," who hinted that such a Bi

ble might prove to be the Catholic King's most enduring monument. Everyone at 

the Spanish court, not least Philip II himself, knew that Ferdinand and Isabella, 

those Reyes Cat61icos who decreed the expulsion of all professing Jews and 

Muslims from Spain, had acquired a different kind of prestige by lending their 

support to the Biblia Comp/utensis. Philip II was not prepared to be outdone by 

any of his predecessors. 

Arias Montano received a royal letter of appointment as supervisory editor of 

the Biblia Real and departed for Antwerp, where he remained contentedly pursu

ing his theological interests and writing Biblical essays for the next seven years. 

Cardinal Granvelle was meanwhile urging Plantin to lose no time and begin 

20. Leon Voet, in Gedenkboek der Plantin-Dagen 1555-1955 (Antwerp, 1956), pp. 203-4; 
Rekers, op. cit., pp. 45fT., 71-3. 

21. See EJ, Vol. 15, col. 1373. 

22. The biographical study by Rekers (note 19 above) is the best source of information about 

Arias Montano; but see also EJ, Vol. 3, cols. 434-5, and Sivan, The Bible and Civilization, p. 264. 
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printing whatever was ready before Tremellius ("that Calvinist Jew") published 

his translation! Thus transformed by a combination of extraordinary circum

stances, what had begun as a most heterodox enterprise now emerged as the 

"secret weapon" of the Counter-Reformation. 

INNOVATIONS AND REPERCUSSIONS 

Although the Antwerp Polyglot Bible's technical specifications are outside the 

scope of this article, certain aspects of its editorial policy and theological ap

proach to Holy Scripture deserve to be mentioned. In the first place, despite 

Plantin's initial fears, Arias Montano proved to be a most liberal overseer. An 

admirer of Erasmus, like his friend Luis de Le6n,23 Arias gave a free hand to 

Maes, Ravelingen and La Boderie, who did most of the taxing editorial and 

translating work while he wrote voluminous treatises for the supplementary "Ap

paratus". 24 He also insisted on paying full credit to those involved, and this 

ultimately resulted in much embarrassment: the role played by Maes. a suspected 

heretic, should not have been stressed, while the collaboration of Guillaume 

Postel ought never to have been mentioned. A bold element of Erasmian defiance 

thus characterizes the Polyglot Bible. 

Such indiscretion almost led to the whole publication's ruin, since obscurantist 

(and anti-Jewish) critics in Spain quickly found plenty of other sticks with which 

to beat those responsible for its production. Indeed, a new "Battle of the Books" 

was to rage from 15 70 until the summer of 15 77, when Juan de Mariana, a 

Spanish Jesuit and Hebraist appointed to check the Bib/in Real for heresy, 

presented an objective report which silenced its detractors. In many ways, this 

controversy recalls the celebrated ten-year campaign (151 0-1520) of Johannes 

Reuchlin and his allies, who defended the Talmud and Jewish scholarship against 

German "obscurantist" libels. 25 

A close examination of the Polyglot Bible nevertheless shows that the multiple 

charges of heterodoxy were in large measure justified. Their concern for textual 

23. EJ. Vol. II. col. 27; Sivan. op. cil., p. 264. 

24. Consisting of eight very large volumes, and with its greater wealth of (Aramaic and Syriac) 

texts, the Antwerp Bible easily surpassed the "Complutensian··. The "'Apparatus" filled Volumes 

6-8. 

25. See EJ. Vol. 14, cols., 108-110. 
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accuracy led Arias Montano and the editorial team in Antwerp to proceed far 

beyond the "Complutensian" Biblia de A lea/d. With Daniel Bamberg's pioneer

ing Mikra'ot Gedo/ot as their second model, they not only supplied the original 

Hebrew text of the "Old Testament" with its Greek (Septuagint) and Latin 

(Vulgate) translations, but also furnished the relevant Aramaic Targums, 

together with a Latin version of the same. Moreover, astonishing boldness was 

displayed in utilizing the tools of recent Protestant, as well as Rabbinic, 

scholarship. 26 

Similarly, the fifth volume included, alongside the New Testament's Greek and 

Latin texts, the Syriac Peshitta as well. To this doctrinally suspect document a 

Latin translation and a transcription into Hebrew characters were added. The 

editors initially even tried to suppress Jerome's Vulgate (which Arias Montano 

and Luis de Leon considered to be textually inaccurate and philologically ab

surd), preferring the Latin Bible translation of Santes Pagnini." When this 

defiant move was spotted - and thwarted - by theologians in Spain, Arias 

promptly restored the Vulgate to its normal place but smuggled Pagnini's version 

into the Apparatus. 

This supplementary portion of the Antwerp Bible, incidentally, was so full of 

questionable material that it was excluded from the "Nihil Obsta/'' imprimatur 

granted to the rest of the work. Among the most suspect (though outwardly 

respectable) components of the Apparatus was the Aramaic lexicon, Dic

tionarium Syro-Cha/daicum, prepared by Guy Le Fevre de La Bod erie. 28 In its 

original form, dated March 5, 1572, Mercier and Postel were mentioned ap

preciatively in the introduction, while their works (together with Munster's) were 

quoted in the text. To forestall hostile criticism, however, Plantin resorted to an 

unprecedented form of deception: two editions of the lexicon were printed, the 

26. Specific reference was made throughout to the works of such notorious heretics as Jean Mer

cier and Sebastian MUnster. and to the compendia of Elijah (ha-Bai).ur) Levita, foremost Jewish 

grammarian of the era. On these three eminent Hebraists. see EJ. Vol. II. cols. 132-5 (Levita) and 

1381-2 (Mercier), Vol. 12, cols. 505-6 (MUnster). 

27. On Pagnini, see EJ, Vol. 13. cols. 13-14. His version inspired the first Protestant Bibles in 

Italian. 

28. F. Secret, Les kabbalistes chrCtiens, p. 192 ff.; idem, L'EsotCrisme de Guy Le FJvre de La 

Boderie (Geneva, 1969), pp. 17-26. 
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first unexpurgated (dated March 5, 1572) and for export to Protestant states, the 

second and amended version (dated August I, 1573) being reserved for Catholic 

lands. Yet even the expurgated Dictionarium, from which all dangerous names 

and references were removed, still offers the reader a wealth of Rabbinic and 

kabbalistic source material. 

Perhaps the most damning evidence of a sectarian conspiracy behind this "Bi

ble of the Counter-Reformation" can be found, brazenly undisguised, in Volume 

I. Here, first of all, are a number of Hebrew panegyrics29 ~ by Arias Montano, 

La Boderie, Jean Benoit and Gilbert Genebrard30 - which convey an assort

ment of strange messages to the Christian Hebraist. Benoit (or Benedicti), an ar

dent French patriot, pays lip service to Arias Montano's contribution, showering 

most of his praise (in the second of two Hebrew poems) on Postel, La Boderie 

and Plantin. No less extraordinary is the appearance in this same volume of an 

approbation, oddly dated (or predated) March 8, 1569, and signed by a handful 

of Parisian "censors" with Benoit, GCnCbrard and Postel at their head! 

One can therefore say, without the slightest hesitation, that the Biblia Regia 

(or Rea[) which supposedly glorified Philip II of Spain and the Roman Catholic 

church actually bore the stamp of objective Erasmian scholarship, heterodox 

aims and preoccupations, Gallican and "Postellian" intrigue, and Rabbinic ex

egesis. The very fact that this Bible managed to avoid Papal condemnation can 

only be attributed to a combination of deviousness, massive erudition, efficient 

propaganda and vested interests. 

A ROSTER OF IRONIES 

Following the publication of his Bible, the most ambitious ·venture of its kind in 

the Low Countries until our own time, Plantin complained that Philip II never 

kept his side of the bargain. Whereas I ,200 sets were printed in a standard edi

tion, a further dozen were printed on vellum, luxuriously bound and dispatched 

to the Spanish court; the promised subvention, however, was apparently not paid 

29. Inspired by prefatory verse in Bomberg·s 2nd Rabbinic Bible (Venice, 1525). 

30. On GCnebrard, see EJ, Vol. 7, cols. 383-4. A point which should not be overlooked is that 

Erasmus, for all his liberalism, was a venomous anti-Semite and that GenCbrard (unlike the 

Antwerp "conspirators") was also no friend of the Jews: sec Baron, op. cit., Vol. 13, p. 405, note 

22. 
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over in full. Yet had it not been for Philip's patronage, the Biblia Rea/would cer

tainly have been placed on the Index. Moreover, as Philip Il's Architypographer 

Royal, Plantin had little to fear from heresy hunters who might have stumbled 

across evidence of his dubious printing activities throughout these years. 31 

Finally, a roster of ironies deserves to be mentioned. Apart from the heterodox 

nature of the original and subsequent Polyglot Bible enterprise, which we have 

already discussed, there were many other astonishing features. The presses on 

which this "Catholic" opus was produced continued to roll off Niclaesian and 

Protestant literature; some of the typefaces had been supplied by Daniel 

Bamberg's Calvinist great-nephew; Plantin himself remained secretly attached to 

his old sectarian creed; his son-in-law, Ravelingen, became a PrOtestant and fled 

to Holland; Maes, a principal figure in the enterprise, had been friendly with 

professing Jews in Italy and had opposed the Papal burning of the Talmud in 

1559; Postel, whose involvement was only partly concealed, had proclaimed 

himself the reincarnation of the Prophet Elijah; his various agents, notably Guy 

and Nicolas Le Fevre de La Boderie, propagated his heretical ideas; and Arias 

Montano, the trusted editor-in-chief and onetime delegate to the Council of 
Trent, headed a project which clashed with the spirit of the Counter-Reformation 

and scarcely promoted Spanish imperialism. 

Plantin's Bib/ia Sacra, which paved the way for other scientific undertakings 

of this kind, 32 is therefore an enduring monument - not to Catholic scholarship, 

but to intellectual honesty, courageous professionalism and (also in large 

measure) to collaboration between Christians and Jews in the Biblical sphere. 

31. Directly or indirectly, the Antwerp siddur of 1577 must have owed something to the 

materials available at the "Golden Compass'', 

32. E.!, Vol. 16, cols. 258-9. 



SEMITIC INFLUENCES AND THE BIBLICAL TEXT 

BY STANLEY SCHNEIDER 

INTRODUCTION 

In examining a biblical text, one has to take into account the possible 

influences from the surrounding religions and cultures of the Ancient Near East. 

This syncretism ofttimes leaves us with the classic "which came first" 

controversy: Was there a syncretic cult from whom other cultures borrowed? 

Which is the older source? Who borrowed from whom?' 

The religion and culture of Ancient Israel developed out of direct interaction 

and interchange with other peoples. The "family name" for the entire area has 

been referred to as Ancient Near Eastern cultures, Semites, North-West Semitic, 

North-East Semitic or South-West Semitic. The grouping (both according to 

language and culture) was usually based on their geographical location.' 

The term "Semitic languages" has been used as referring to languages spoken 

by Arameans, Hebrews, Arabs and others. 3 This has been based on the genealogy 

of the sons of Noah as recounted in Genesis. 4 These verses in Genesis show 

parallels along. geographical, political and linguistic lines - the first two are 

common to all, the last has its exceptions. The geographical locations determine 

the language spoken. Thus, "And the Canaanite was then in the land",' is a 

I. Stanely Schneider, "Mourning Ritual: From Ancient Semitic Antecedents to Mode'rn 

Application'', in the Dying Human, ed. by Andre de Vries and Amnon Carmi (Tel Aviv: 

Turtledove Publishing. 1979), 431-443. 

2. Sabatino Moscati, et-a/. An Introduction ro the ComparaliPe Grammar of the Semitic 

Languages (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1964), pp. 3-4. 

3. More recently the speakers of Uggaritic and Akkadian. 

4. Genesis 10:21-31; ll:l0-26. 

5. Genesis 12:6. 

Dr. Stanley Schneider, graduate of Yeshiva University and of its rabbinical school, is Adjunct 

Professor at the Wurzweiler School of Social Work, Y.U.; also Director of the Summit School, a 

psychiatric residential treatment center in Israel. He majored in Semitic languages in his 

undergraduate studies. 
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geographic rather than a national term. 6 It refers to all the people who inhabited 

Canaan at the time. 

Biblical Hebrew, being one of the Semitic languages, is not immune from 

linguistic influences and intrusions. Borrowed words, loan words, parallels, and 

orthography are only some of the areas linguists have concerned themselves 

with. 7 

This article will attempt to show the influence of culture and other Semitic 

languages on two biblical texts. 

TEXT I 

And I asked her, and said: Whose daughter art thou? And she said: The 

daughter of Bethue/, Nahor's son, whom Mi/cah bore unto him. And I put 

the ring upon her nose (;;~15-;., CHv CWI$1). and the bracelets upon her 

hands. 
Genesis 24:4 7 

This portion of the biblical text recounts part of the story of Eliezer, the 

servant of Abraham, who travelled to Haran in order to find a wife for Isaac. 

Having found the right woman, he places a "ring upon her nose and the bracelets 

upon her hands" (ibid). 

in an earlier section of the text the ring is mentioned without specifying what 

type of ring (ear-ring or nose ring); it is conspicuously absent. The verse states: 

" ... the man took a golden ring of half a shekel weight and two bracelets for her 

hands of ten shekels weight of gold ... " (Genesis 24:22). 

Therefore, our question is what type of ring is a CTl? Was this really a nose 

ring? 

The ancient Semitic cultures wore rings as ornaments and amulets. 8 W. 

6. See William Chomsky. Hebrew: The Eternal Language (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication 

Society of America, 1958), pp. 32-37. 

7. Wilhelm Gesenius. Geschichte der Hebriiischen Sprache und Schrift (Leipzig, 1815), p. 182 ff. 

See- also, Carl Brockelmann. Semitische Sprach-Wissenschafl (Leipzig: G.J. GOschensche 

Verlagshandlung, 1906). 

8. E.A. Wallis Budge. Amulets and Talismans (New York: Collier-Macmillan, 1970),_291~305. 

C.F. Louis F. Hartman. Encyclopedic Dictionary oft he Bible (New York: McGraw-Hill 1963), p. 

2049. 
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Robertson Smith, in his research on jewels among the Semites, stated:" ... jewels 

are mainly worn to protect the chief organs of action (the hands and the feet), but 

especially the orifices of the body (ear-rings; nose-rings, hanging over the mouth; 

je,;,els on the forehead, hanging down and protecting the eyes)".' 

However, some cultures placed rings in ears and some in noses. On the verse in 

Exodus 32:3: "And all the people broke off the golden rings which were in their 

ears ... ," the Ibn Ezra 10 writes: "lt was an Egyptian custom to place rings (en) 

in their ears." In Judges 8:24: " ... I would make a request of you, that ye would 

give me every man the ear-rings of his spoil, - for they had golden ear-rings (ell) 

because they were lshmaelites." 

The Metzudat David in his commentary states: "(the Ishmaelites) have one 

custom (and that is) to place rings in the nose." It is clear in this latter verse that 

there is a discrepancy between the translation of the text 12 and the commentaries. 

The above two examples point out the problem: The word Cll can refer to both 

ear-ring and nose-ring. Was it really an Israelite custom to wear nose-rings? Did 

the Israelites follow the Egyptian custom of placing rings in the ears? Or did they 

follow the Ishmaelite custom of placing rings in the nose? 

Referring back to our original text: "And I put the ring upon her nose" (CivN1 

ct9N-;Y C!lo), Genesis 24:47, is translated by the Aramaic Targum" as: ;y Nlll1p 

ct9N (the ring upon her nose). However, the Syriac Peshitta,14 an ancient Aramaic 

translation of the Bible, translates this phrase as: il,l1N::J N1.V1p 15 (rings in the 

ears). 

If we pursue this Syriac translation, we find that in Syriac lexicography there is 

a preference in the translation of en (Nill1p) for the ear "inauris." 16 The classical 

9. W. Robenson Smith. The Religion of the Semites (New York: Schockcn Books, 1972), p. 453 
n.2. 

10. Abraham Ibn Ezra (1092-1167). 

II. Yechiel Hillel Altschuller (18th century). 

12. Jewish Publication Society, The Holy Scriptures (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society of 

America, 1917). 

13. Targum Onkelos (2nd Century). 

14. Chaim Heller (ed.). Peshitta (Berlin, 1927). Also, Peshitta (London, England: Trinitarian 

Bible Society, 1954). 

15. The two dots on top of the letter "1" and "W" signify a plural- rings in the ears. 

16. Karl Brockelmann. Lexicon Syriacum (Germany: George Olms Verlagsbuchhandlung, 
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commentators, 17 on the other hand, alternate between the ear and the nose. 

Mandelkern18 in his Concordance tries to distinguish when en refers to an ear

ring or to a nose-ring: " ... a type of ring and ornament of the nose, or of the ear 

(if not stated)." 

In the Talmud, on is described as a nose-ring 19 and as a precious jewei.2° It is 

also used as a nose-ring for a cameL 21 

Ibn Ezra, who sought a grammatical, literal understanding of the text, even if it 

was in discordance with rabbinic sources and tradition, was knowledgeable in 

both Semitic languages and cultures. He was able to combine all of the above and 

arrive at an explanation of the word Ctl. On Genesis 24:22 he states the 

following: "There is a C!l that is for the nose and for the ear. The ring on the nose 

descends on a string attached to the forehead." Thus,;;~~-;~ cp (Genesis 24:47) 

literally refers to a pendant" suspended over the nose coming down from the 

forehead. Therefore, the intention of the text was not just semantic, but quite 

specific. 

TEXT2 

And Miriam and Aaron spoke against Moses because of the Cushite 

(n'l!'~lJ rt!UN;'!) woman whom he had married;for he had married a Cushite 

woman. 

Numbers 12: I 

The major perplexing problem in this verse, is the meaning of the word Cushite 

(n'l!'~). Is this a nationalistic description, racial description, adjective or a code

word? In order to understand this word, we will have to explore its linguistic 

background. 

1966), p. 649. Cf. J. Payne Smith (Ed.). A Compendious Syriac Dictionary (Oxford: Clarenden 

Press, 1967), p. 491, S.V. KW,p: an car-ring, nose ring. 

17. Jona Ibn Gana~ (Sefer HaShorashim), Mena~em Ben Saruq, (Ma~beret Mena~em), and 

RaDak (R. David KimQi) (Sefer HaShorashim). 

18. Solomon Mandelkern. Concordantiae (Tel Aviv: Schocken, 1967), p. 733. 

19. T.B. Shabbat 59b. 

20. T.B. Abodah Zarah 43b. 

21. T .B. Shabbat 51 b. 

22. There is a proof for this in Midrash Rabbah, Chapter 60: "A precious jewel was in it." 
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Rashi 23
, quoting a Sifri, 24 states: "There was unanimous agreement as to her 

beauty, just as all agreed to the blackness of a black person".25 Here we have the 

adjectival description of the color black assigned to the wife of Moses. Not only 

was she black, but she was also beautiful. 

The fact that the color black is used in a positive sense is found in Song of 

Songs (I :5): "I am black, but comely." 

Ibn Ezra26 states: The Cushite woman was T~ipporah, the wife of Moses. She 

was a Midianite woman, and the Midianites were Ishmaelites. (These peoples) 

live in tents ... and because of the heat of the sun, they have no whiteness. 

T~ipporah was black and was like a black person. 

The connection between the color black and the Cushite nationality is given in 

the above quoted Sifri: Are ye not as the Children of the Cushites unto Me, 0 

Children of Israel, saith the Lord (Amos 9:7). Were they really Cushites? 

Rather just as a black person is different in skin color, so the Children of Israel 

are different from every other nation of the world. 

To make the issue more clouded, "black" is sometimes used as a code-word. 

The Ibn Ezra states: "Just as the Ishmaelites call tar 'white', so we call the blind 

person, 'full of light."' 

So we have a nationalistic description (Cushite), racial description (black 

person), adjective (the color black), and a code-word (black, usually a negative 

description, is now used as a positive quality). Which is the correct 

interpretation? 

In searching for a linguistic base, the Peshitta27 translates "Cushite woman" as 

Mn'1Zm MnnlM, a Cushite woman. The Syriac Dictionary" gives the following 

possible definitions: "From Cush the son of Ham. A Cushite, Ethiopian, 

Abyssinian ... a Negro." 

The Targum Onkelos translates this as Nn1'DW' xnnN, a beautiful woman. This 

23. R. Shlomo Yitzl_laki ( 1040-1105), ad Joe. 

24. Halachic Midrash. 

25. This is probably the earliest connection to the now extant phrase "black is beautiful." 

26. On this verse. 

27. Peshitta (London, England: Trinitarian Bible Society, 1954). 

28. J. Payne Smith (ed.). A Compendious Syriac Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967), p. 

212, s.v. K'tzrlj.'. 
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was probably the source for Rashi's phrase, "black is beautiful" (free 

translation!). 29 Here we see "a respectful language"30 given to Moses' wife 

T~ipporah. 

Putting this all together, we can explain the text utilizing the Aramaic 

Targum's explanation of T~ipporah being a beautiful woman. Knowing that she 

was. a Midianite woman, we understand that she was black. Out of respect for 

Moses, she was referred to as a beautiful woman. 

How did the Targum arrive at this translation? We can offer two possibilities. 

Golomb31 feels that ~10:!1 can become ~1Ctv via a switch of letters, tv for :!1. This is 

our "beautiful." 

Aflofher possibility is the Arabic cognate "Kuwaiyisun," which in its feminine 

form is "Kuwaiyisatun"- beautiful.32 The~ in the word ''tV'~:l is the "w" sound in 

Arabic. Thus, '!V1J is in itself a word for beautiful. 

SUMMARY 

We have tried to show how knowledge of culture and linguistic similarities can 

help us better understand Biblical texts. In order to arrive at more accurate 

translations and proper understanding of the Bible, we must be open to these 

possibilities. 

29. Cf. Nathan ben Yechiel. Aruk HaShalem, edited by Alexander Kohut (New York. Pardes, 

1955), p. 140. 

30. Jacob Meklenborg. HaKetav V'HaKabbalah (New York: Ohm pub., 1946), ad loc. 

31. David Golomb. Targumno (Warsaw: Hutner Pub .. 1937), p. 256. 

32. G.W. Thatcher. Arabic Grammar (New York: Frederich Ungar Pub., n.d.), p. 24. 



THE LOVE OF DAVID AND MICHAL 

BY SOL LIPTZIN 

Michal, daughter of Saul and beloved of David, has come down the ages with 

radiant and tragic legends clinging to her. Pride and dignity, wisdom and bravery 

characterize her throughout her life. She dares to oppose her father's will, though 

this father was the king before whom all Israel stood in awe, and she does not 

hesitate to rebuke her husband at the height of his popularity, when his conduct 

appears in her eyes to be unseemly. 

It was not Michal but her older sister Merab who was offered as a prize to the 

slayer of Goliath. If David was not enthusiastic about the offer, it must have been 

because his heart had already been captivated by her younger sister. His excuse 

for rejecting Merab is unconvincing: "Who am I and what is my life, or my 

father's family in Israel, that I should be son-in-law to the king." After all, he was 

by then the victorious champion whose deeds resounded in song, and his father's 

family was no less distinguished in Judah than was the family of Kish, father of 

Saul, in Benjamin. Saul had been depressed after his break with Samuel and 

angered by the greater acclaim accorded the young hero, the victor in a single 

combat, while his own mighty deeds extending over many years were 

depreciated. "Saul has slain thousands and David his tens of thousands," sang 

the maidens. Now he was rebuffed when he was ready to give his older daughter 

in marriage to David. As father and king, he thereupon used his prerogative and 

married her off to Adriel, the Meholathite. Apparently, Merab was docile while 

her younger sister was more strong-willed. Though aware of the estrangmenet 

between her father and David, Michal set her heart upon gaining Saul's ap

proval of her union with the young man she loved. And she succeeded. 

YOUNG MICHAL 

It was not customary for a daughter to choose her own husband. But the love 

of Michal for David could not be frustrated. The promise that a daughter of Saul 

Sol Liptzin. formerly Professor of Comparative Literature at the City University of New York, is 

the author of eighteen volumes on world literature, including Germany's Stepchildren, The Jew in 

American Literature, and most recently, A History of Yiddish Literature. 
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would be given to the slayer of Goliath was known throughout the land. If the 

older daughter was already married, the younger daughter was still available as 

bride to the champion. Saul would keep his promise, but he hoped he could at the 

same time get rid of David by asking for a hundred dead Philistines as Mohar, 

the bride-gift which a father had a right to claim. Saul felt that it was unlikely that 

David could fulfill the condition and still survive. But David did achieve the 

seemingly impossible. He slew two hundred Philistines and thus won Michal as 

his wife. Saul would have wanted her to be a snare to her husband but she prefer

red to be a loyal mate to the man she had chosen and who had chosen hei. Saul's 

hatred and jealousy increased even further and he planned David's death. Michal 

risked her father's wrath and her own life by helping David to escape. 

Though David became a hunted fugitive and the leader of a band of outlaws, 

Michal remained faithful to him and retained hope of his ultimate rehabilitation 

and his return to her. But when word reached the Israelite court that David had 

taken two new wives, Abigail, the widow of Nahal, and Achinoam of Jezreel, 

then she no longer opposed her father's dissolution of her marriage and submit

ted to his choice of Paltiel, the son of Laish, as a new mate for her. 

Michal disappeared from the scene. Her life with Paltiel wasapparently not 

unhappy, although she bore no children to him. According to legendary lore, she 

busied herself with raising the five children of her sister, who may have died 

young. The apparent contradiction in the Book of Samuel that Michal was 

childless until the day of her death and that she had five children is resolved by 

commentators who state that she regarded her sister's orphaned children as her 

very own. Michal reemerged from obscurity after Saul and all but one of her 

brothers had died battling the Philistines. David had meanwhile experienced 

many changes of fortune. He had found refuge with Achish of Gath and had 

become a vassal of this Philistine king. After the battle of Gilboa and the rout of 

Saul's army, he had returned to his tribe at Hebron and had been crowned King 

of Judah. In his negotiations with Abner, when wishing to legitimatize a claim to 

the allegiance also of the other tribes over whom Saul had ruled, he insisted upon 

the return of Michal to join his harem, despite the fact that she had already 

reconciled herself to her fate as the wife of Paltiel, a husband who was good to 

her. Abner was too weak ro reject David's demand. Heartbroken at losing 

Michal, the weeping Paltiel followed her as far as he dared. 
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MICHAL'S LATER YEARS 

The years of separation, however, had taken their toll of David and Michal. 

The love that had flared so brightly in their young days could no longer be 

rekindled. David was now a monarch in his own right and had a harem with 

wives and concubines more attractive than the aging Michal. She felt this 

coolness toward herself and knew that she was a pawn in a political deal rather 

than a longed-for beloved. She was critical of David's undignified behavior when 

he waxed ecstatic at the public festival, shouting, dancing, leaping with all his 

might in front of the ark. At such a moment she despised him in her heart and 

rebuked him for his shameless exposure before the eyes of all the onlookers. He 

replied in kind, reminding the proud daughter of Saul that he was now looked up 

to more than her father had been. Thereafter he would have nothing to do with 

her. 

While David's personality underwent colossal changes, moral deterioration as 

well as moral elevation, Michal's personality, as depicted in literature until the 

present day, remained unalterably dignified as well as loyal to her own highest 

concept of morality. In treating the relationship between Michal and David, con

temporary writers always condone her behavior while they are often harsh in 

judging him. Only writers who limit themselves to the couple's budding love pre

sent both in an idealizing light. This emerges from the one-act play by the Yid

dish dramatist David Pinski as well as from the sixteen scenes of the English 

novelist D.H. Lawrence. 

DAVID PIN SKI 

Pinski's Michal was written by him during the two days of April 11 and 12, 

1914, as the first in a series devoted to David's wives. Pinski focuses attention 

upon the young shepherd who is completely devoted to God. For the glory of 

God he risks his life in his encounter with Goliath and not for the sake of the 

rewards that Saul promised, great wealth, utmost freedom for the House of Jesse, 

or even Michal, whom he loved and who loved him from the moment she saw 

him. When he slew Goliath, she waited for him to come to her father and to ask 

for her in marriage. But he did not come. It is true that, when the king offered 

Merab to the victorious champion, he refused this elder daughter because of his 

love for her younger sister. Nevertheless, he still did not press his claim for 
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Michal as his prize. Indeed, he shocked her by telling her that he could not take 

her to wife. He dared not accept the reward due him, to become the king's son-in

law, since his deed would then be tarnished. His championing the cause of Israel 

and the God of Israel against the giant who blasphemed the God and the people 

of Israel must be as pure in the sight of man as it was in the sight of God. Only 

the love of God gave him the strength and skill to succeed in his dangerous en

counter. If necessary, he would sacrifice his love, even as his life, for God. Michal 

is too proud to beg for his love and too proud to share it even with God. Her 

father, angry with the Goliath-toppler, who refused Merab, felt that he no longer 

owed him anything. He was, however, willing to give Michal to him, if he would 

slay a hundred Philistines and bring their heads to him. While consternation 

sweeps through the king's retinue on hearing of this condition, David accepts the 

challenge. In his new encounter, he will be fighting for Michal. The strength of 

Samson courses through his veins, as he dashes forth. Though Saul hopes and 

Jonathan fears that he will never come back, David and Michal are confident 

that their love will triumph. 

D.H. LAWRENCE 

D.H. Lawrence, in the sixteen scenes of his play David, depicts on a wider 

canvas the rise of the young shepherd of Bethlehem from anonymity to 

greatness, but he attributes this rise to David's possessing the qualities of 

prudence and shrewdness, paramount virtues in the new order. Twilight and 

doom descend upon the House of Saul because its members lack these virtues, all 

except Michal, who linked her fate to David, the upstart. Though she seemed to 

mock the strange young Bethlehemite who deiighted her father with his singing 

and playing, she really sought by this means to draw his attention toward herself. 

And she succeeded. He found her pleasant to think of. He felt her chiding voice 
to be sweet and her eyes upon him like stars shining through a tree at midnight. 

She was sad at the thought that her royal father, for political reasons, might mar

ry her off to some old sheikh. She experienced court life as dull and dreary when 

David was sent back to his native Bethlehem. She wished she had a charm to 

force him to return. But he was only permitted to return after Saul had married 

off to Adriel her older sister Merab. When Saul was made aware of the love of 

David and Michal, he believed he could retain the loyalty of David, whom he did 
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not really trust, by promising him this younger daughter, a promise he might 

never have to keep by hedging it with an impossible condition. In an intensely 

emotional scene by the well of Gilgal, David and Michal express their love for 

each other, with David adoring her as a gift of God, who is a glowing flame and 

who loves all that glow, and Michal wishing that she were desired for her own 

self, without the Lord being put between them. Soon thereafter, both learn of the 

harsh obstacle that Saul had imposed, that he desired as mohar neither sheep nor 

oxen nor asses but rather a hundred slain Philistines. David is confident that this 

obstacle too could be overcome, since his love was kindled "by God and God 

would not let him down. David does indeed return with the mohar. He marries 

Michal. He goes on from victory to victory. But he thereby increases Saul's 

jealousy and dislike until his life is endangered and he is forced to flee, aided by 

Michal. In the gathering darkness of the House of Saul, she retains her 

brightness. Her light never falters, nor her love for her outlawed husband. 

The play of D.H. Lawrence ends with David's flight to Samuel, with Samuel's 

prophecy that David's cunning will ultimately win him the throne, ·and Saul's 

recognition that he, the lion, is no match for David, the fox. Jonathan will remain 

with his father to the end, despite the covenant of friendship with David, from 

whom he parts with the sad words: "I would not see thy new day, David. For thy 

wisdom is the wisdom of the subtle, and behind thy passion lies prudence ... Thy 

virtue is in thy wit, and thy shrewdness ... Take thou the kingdom, and the days 

to come. In the flame of death where strength is, I will wait and watch till the day 

of David at last shall be finished, and wisdom no mone-be fox-faced, and the 

blood gets back its flame. Yea, the flame dies not, though the sun's red dies!" 

RICHARD BEER-HOFMANN 

Michal appears only in a single act of Der Junge David by the Viennese 

dramatist Richard Beer~ Hofmann. Her love for David is unfaltering, even though 

Saul has selected a new husband for her, the slender, boyish Paltiel. She is pale 

and tired, filled with remorse for not having opposed her father's will more 

strenuously, whatever the consequences. Saul vigorously defends his annulment 

of her first marriage. He waited for two long years after David's flight and 

watched his daughter wasting away, bitter and careworn. But, when word 

reached him that David entered into a new marriage and into an alliance with the 
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Philistines, he felt it was time to make her forget the fugitive and he found for her 

a youthful, handsome, vigorous, new mate. Deeply hurt at her father's words, 

Michal exclaims: "Was I then a hot mare that you had to seek out a stallion for 

me?" Saul is made to realize that the loyalty he seeks to impose upon his family 

and subjects comes to his young rival unsolicited. His rage against David then 

knows no bounds. Proud Michal and gentle Jonathan may be forced to submit to 

their imperious father's dictates but they will never extirpate David from their 

hearts. 

MORRIS RAPHAEL COHEN 

While Beer-Hofmann's play, upon which he worked for many years, was being 

readied for the stage but could not be performed because of the Nazi takeover of 

Germany in 1933, the year of its completion, Morris Raphael Cohen, the 

American philosopher, wrote his King Saul's Daughter as a book drama and 

never intended it to be staged. He composed the thirty-six scenes of its five acts 

almost in a single sitting in August 1938, after re-reading the Books of Samuel 

and being gripped by Michal's tragic fate. His emphasis is on her later, lonely, 

unhappy years rather than on her carefree girlhood and her early love for the 

shepherd of Bethlehem. 

Cohen is interested in the interaction between historic movements and personal 

experience. He follows the biblical portrait of a proud personality who is unben

dingly dignified, intellectually resourceful, intense in her affections, and bearing 

her trials with amazing fortitude. Her travails begin when she is married to her 

beloved, the popular, national hero, and has to part from him soon thereafter. 

since he is forced to flee from Saul's wrath. She experiences mortification and 

humiliation when hCr father annuls her marriage to the fugitive and compels her 

to marry Paltiel. In time, however, she becomes reconciled to her fate. Memories 

of the absent David gradually pale, leaving merely painful scars in her heart. But, 

after the death of Saul and after bearing five children to Paltiel, she is brought 

back to David against her will, as if she were an inanimate chattel. Por twenty

four years she lives on at David's court, proud and true to her character, while 

his character deteriorates as he grows older, harsher, more unscrupulous, seeking 

the comfort of his harem, and unloved by his children. Michal has to endure the 

pain of seeing David decimate Saul's family, including her own five children who 
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were handed over to the Gibeonites to be hanged. David justifies his cruel 

behavior by his need to keep Israel and Judah united and at peace. He is aware 

that, as the ruler of the united kingdom, he is surrounded by sycophants, ruthless 

and ambitious men, schemers of all kinds, multitudes of deluded fools. But, if he 

were to cleanse his court of all these forces that surround a potentate, he would 

be left with a few simple saints and his kingdom would be fragmented. 

In the end, however, David is not too sure that he was justified in his cruelties 

and that he himself was not a fellow-victim of his deeds. As the aged, estranged 

husband of Michal, he wonders whether he did not make a mistake when he fled 

from Saul. Perhaps with Michal and Jonathan at his side, he should have faced 

the suspicious, harassed king and, had he outlasted that storm, his life would 

have been nobler even in his own eyes. He would have remained David, the 

superb poet, and the kingdom might have been built up with less blood and more 

wisdom. His final conclusion is that we are all but straws on life's currents, veer

ing somewhat to the right or to the left, but unable to change the deep, mighty 

and mysterious currents. 

MARK VAN DOREN 

Unlike Morris Raphael Cohen, who follows Michal's career down the years 

from girlhood to old age, the American poet Mark Van Doren limits himself to a 

single moment in her life, the moment when she was taken from the weeping 

Paltiel, who followed her all the bleak way to Bahurim until he was ordered by 

Abner to turn back. What her own expectations were after her long absence from 

David is not clear. The poet assumes, however, that she came to scorn the aging 

monarch and that he, in turn, hated her until her dying day. 

Mark Van Doren's poem "Michal" is included in the cycle "The People of the 

Word," a cycle which also contains poems on Abigail and Bathsheva, two other 

wives of David. Gladys Schmitt, in her long novel David the King, 1946, also 

deals with these wives as well as with others, from Ahinoam of Jezreel and 

Maacha of Geshur to Abishag of Shunam, but her chief emphasis is on Michal. 

GLADYS SCHMITT 

The novelist conjectures that, before David appeared on the scene, Saul had in

tended Michal to be the wife of Agag, the captured King of Amalek, whose 

! 
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bravery and royal bearing he admired. After Agag was slain by the fanatical 

Samuel, Michal feared that her father might bestow her hand upon a lord of 

Moab or Philistia or Phoenicia. But when she fell in love with David at first 

sight, she assured him that she would oppose all efforts to sell her to any ruler 

even for the price of ten years of peace in Israel. She would fight for her beloved, 

even though he was then but the lutist of her melancholy father, and that she 

would win through. Later on, when she did succeed in gaining her father's con

sent and did become David's wife, she discovered that she could never reach 

down to his heart, which was wrapped up in Jonathan, her brother and his blood

brother. Had David also married her for political reasons, to elevate himself to 

the House of Saul? She saw herself as always the loser. When Saul, in a fit of 

madness, threw his javelin at David and missed him, and then sought to ap

prehend him and have him killed, she resolutely planned her husband's escape, 

knowing full well that he would not come back again, not to her, and that her 

years would be spent in bitterness. Her suspicion had grown to certainty that he 

never really loved her as she loved him, that he had taken her to gain a kingdom. 

Yet, after he became king in the course of years and acquired four wives for his 

royal dwelling in Hebron, she still yearned for him, though she was married to 

Paltiel. After Saul's death, he did ask that she be returned to him. She wondered 

whether this request was motivated by political policy rather than by desire for 

her. He was reaching out his hand to add the tribes of Israel to the tribe of Judah 

and he needed her to strengthen his claim. At their reunion she discovered that, 

though he did not reciprocate her ardent affection for him, he was kind to her. He 

remained so until the unforgettable day in the third year of his reign, when he 

brought the ark of God to his capital of Jerusalem, the city he had liberated from 

the Jebusites. On that day, she, the proud daughter of Saul, sneered at him for 

dancing naked before the ark, gaped at by the crowd. White with anger, humbled 

and wounded, he shouted at her that he, and not her father, was now the King of 

Israel and that she should never more come into his presence. It was a final break 

and it quenched the last spark of her love for him. David went on to further con

quests and increasing loneliness, guilt, atonement, and weariness. Ultimately, he 

was not sure that the trappings of royal power compensated for the loss of the 

simple joys that might have been his had he remained in his ancestral home in 
Bethlehem far from court intrigues and had he not been estranged from all who 

were dear to him in his young years. 
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STEFAN HEYM 

The political novelist Stefan Heym, in The King David Report, 1972, lets the 

aged Michal tell her side of the story about her relations to David and it does not 

present this monarch in a pleasant light. 

Heym began his literary career in Berlin before the rise of Hitler but fled in 

1933 to Prague and two years later to the United States. During the Second 

World War, his anti-Nazi novel, Hostages, 1942, became a best-seller. After the 

war, he returned to East Germany but was soon disillusioned with its Communist 

regime. This disillusionment reached its climax in The King David Report, which 

he wrote both in English and in German. It appeared simultaneously in America 

and in Western Germany but its publication in the German Democratic Republic 

where he resided was prohibited because the regime, which had earlier bestowed 

literary awards upon him, correctly sensed that, under the guise of an historical 

novel, he was castigating mercilessly developments in the lands behind the Iron 

Curtain. His novel re-examined the biblical narrative of the reign of David and 

his successor from a Marxist viewpoint but his satirical portraits of biblical 

events resembled too closely contemporary trends in Soviet-dominated lands. 

The principal character is the historian Ethan, who is summoned to King 

Solomon's court in order to write for posterity the history of the kingdoms of 

David and Solomon in such a way as to glorify both of these monarchs and to 

denigrate their opponents. Unfortunately, the official legendary history, which 

emerges after Ethan's text is revised by the royal historical commission, is con

tradicted by too many facts still remembered by survivors of the days of Saul and 

David. The most knowledgable of these survivors is Michal. 

When Michal, interviewed by the historian, asks him how he intends to portray 

David, she hears the official legend of her husband as the anointed of God, as the 

conqueror of Israel's many foes, as the ancestor of a dynasty destined to rule 

forever and ever. She interrupts this recital by presenting her own image of David 

as a poor shepherd who knew how to play on the lute and to compose new 

melodies. The priests of Bethlehem recognized his talent, educated him in their 
ideology, and brought him under their spell. When Saul fell sick and when 

medicinal herbs, bleeding, sacrifices and magic incantations did not help, the 

physicians prescribed soothing music and David was brought to the court as a 

talented musicjan. He charmed Saul, Jonathan, Michal and others, for he had 
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many faces and he was not scrupulous in his lust for power.Michalloved him but 

she was for him a means to an end, from their early marriage to his later taking 

her away from Pattie!. Throughout her ordeals, she remained the proud daughter 

of Saul. In her quarrel with David, after he danced unrobed in the streets of 

Jerusalem, she did not mince words, upbraiding him as a lump of ice that chilled 

those who loved him and prophesying that a time would come when he would 

yearn for warmth and not find it. 

From Michal, the historian learns the real facts of court cabals and royal in

trigues but he can use these facts only in a distorted version in order to construct 

the desired legends of David as the bravest and most God-fearing of monarchs 

and Solomon as the wisest of mortals. 

Heym's satiric, irreverent, biblical novel is in reality a devastating indictment 

of the post-War, East European, political scene. He manipulates biblical events 

and characters to make them conform to his version of contemporary events and 

characters. His arch-villains and hypocrites are David, Solomon, and their 

coteries of priests, prophets, politicians and generals. Michal is a victim of the 

corrupt system but is morally superior to it and retains her haughty grandeur to 

the end. 
The contemporary versions of the love of David and Michal which embrace 

the entire course of this love from its tender and glowing beginning to its bitter 

and tragic conclusion are basically pessimistic in their final insight. They general

ly show the aging David discovering that wealth and fame and power are but 

vanity of vanities, a discovery that his successor Solomon would also arrive at a 

generation later. The affection of Michal and the friendship of Jonathan, gifts 

that came to David before his ascent to the throne of Judah and Israel, brought 

him greater happiness than the dazzling splendor bestowed upon him in his riper 

years by his numerous conquests and his moral aberrations dictated by ambition 
and lust. The need to maintain himself on his throne led to his decimation of 

Saul's family, to the alienation of his own children, and to the contamination of 

his original pure personality. The romantic halo that the love of Michal wove 

about him faded with the waning of this love. Michal, however, remained the 

splendid princess and queen, immaculate in her emotions, courageous in her 

deeds, and unbendingly imperious in her sad, old age. D 



A FATAL THEFT 

JACOB- MAN OF DESTINY 
THE TURNING POINT 

BY SHIMON HAKON 

We shall perhaps never know for certain why Rachel stole Laban's teraphim, 

when Jacob and his family secretely departed from Paddan-aram. We may 

dismiss the thought that she did it for religous reasons. For, if so, how do we 

account for the fact that she sat on a camel's saddle hiding the "holy" house 

gods, when Laban searched her tent? The idea, based on some findings of ancient 

Near-East tablets, that she may have done it to assure her father's inheritance for 

her son Joseph, seem most convincing. However, that she stole the teraphim 

without informing Jacob turned out to have fatal consequences. When an 

infuriated Laban, pursuing Jacob, confronted him with the theft, the latter 

exclaimed: With whomsoever you find thy gods, he shall not live!' Pronounced 

in bitterness, this imprecation or pronouncement of a death sentence must have 

spread a pall of apprehension on Jacob and Rachel, once the truth of the theft 

became known. Sechel Tob, 2 interpreting the verse, Put away the strange gods 

that are among you - ,~m ';n'1K nK ,,c~ 3 has this to say: 

The yod is omitted from ,,C~ (put away) to indicate that the only one of 

his wives who was suspected of possessing strange gods was Rachel, on 

account of the teraphim belonging to Laban. 

We may be sure that Rachel and Jacob connected the difficult birth of Benjamin, 

leading to her death, to that unfortunate curse.4 We may be equally certain that 

Part I appeared in Vol. X. No. I; Part II in Vol. IV. No.2. 

1. Genesis 31 :32. 2. Torah Shelemah 35,9. 3. Genesis 35:2. 

4. See article What's in a Biblical Name by L. Katzoff, Dor le-Dor IX,3 on the meaning of the 

name rt.l'):J. 

Dr. Hakon served as Director of Jewish Education for the communities of Bridgeport, Conn, and 

Springfield, Mass., before settling in Israel. He was also on the staff of Boston Hebrew College, 

lecturing on Jewish Philosophy and Education. At present he is Associate Editor of Dor le Dor. 
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Jacob was hencewith burdened with a shattering sense of guilt. This guilt found 

expression in the testament to Joseph: And as for me, when I came/rom Paddan

aram, Rachel died unto me - ?m '?l7 ;,n~' (perhaps better: "because of me"). 

Jacob, on his deathbed wished to convey, after an interval of so many years, that 

it was due to him that Rachel was taken from him in the bloom of her life! 

JACOB'S DISTRESS 

Earlier, Jacob, on sending messengers to Esau, informing him of his return to 

Canaan, found that Esau was coming with four hundred armed men to meet him. 

The Bible relates that he was greatly afraid and distressed 1M~ JPl7' M,,, 

,, ,ll'16• 

In the light of divine assurance repeated twice, once in Beth-el and the second 

time on his departure to Canaan: Behold I am with you, and I will be with you,1 

why was he distressed? Jacob's fears raised questions among many traditional 

interpreters. It will be remembered that to God's promise at Beth-el ... I am with 

you, Jacob had responded with his vow: if God will be with me. Why did Jacob 

have doubts about God's assurance? On this point two answers are given by the 

Midrash:8 

Jacob thought: I have just had a dream. Some dreams are true, others are 

not. Only if events transpire as promised will I know that my dream was 

true. 

R. Aba said: Although God had said -1 am with you, Jacob nevertheless 

said, If God will be with me, showing that the righteous never feel sure of 

anything in this world (namely: sin might cancel God's promise). 

At this juncture of his life, Jacob had every reason to be plagued by doubts. His 

journey to Canaan had not gotten off to a good start. The theft of the teraphim 

was followed by Laban's pursuit. The shadow of suspicion of idols in his own 

5. 48:7 The interpretation of this passage by Rashi has exerted a powerful influence on untold 

generations and individuals. 

6. It is no coincidence that the famous psalm ,~~i1 1~ - uses the same root word 1~. 

7. Gen. 28:15; 31:3. 

8. Gen. Rabba 70, 76. 
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Jacob wrestling with the angel, by Rembrandt, 1659. 
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household, coupled by a pronouncement of death on Rachel, and now the 

impending confrontation with his brother Esau, cast him into a state of profound 

distress. 

AND JACOB WAS LEFT ALONE 

In spite of his fears and self-doubts, he did what was necessary to deal with the 

new threat. He divided his people and his flocks into two camps, to allow the 

second to escape should Esau come with hostile intentions. He prepared a 

generous gift for his brother, hoping to assuage his anger. And he prayed.' In 

this beautiful prayer, in which he invoked God's help to deliver him from the 

hand of Esau, the essential Jacob is revealed. For the first time we encounter man 

in Scripture who called himself, "Thy servant." When he declared: I am not 

worthy of all thy mercies - C'1on;, 7~7:l 'nlllp - we take notice of his basic 

humility, not taking for granted all the good things that had come his way though 

they had been promised him. Having done all that he was left alone that night. 

Rabbi Simon saw in this loneliness a projection of the loneliess of the Jewish 

people when he said: 10 

There is none like unto God but Jeshurun. For just as it says of the Holy 

One, blessed by He, The Lord alone shall be exalted (Isaiah 2:11), so it 

says of Jacob, Jacob was left alone. 

1n terms of Jacob the man, the statement that he was left alone, evokes in us a 

sense of a spiritual crisis. It was a moment of decision, of existential fear and 

expectations rolled into one. Whatever was decided that night, being left alone, 

there could be no more turning backn 

JACOB BECOMES ISRAEL 

What happened during the night is one of the most powerful yet obscure 

9. Gen. 32:10-13. 

10. Gen. Rabba 77. 

II. Job, in his moment of agony was left alone ... Seven days and seven nights his friends did 

not speak to him since they saw how great was his pain 1Ki':l :lKJil ;,, 'J (Job 2:13).Great leaders 

had remarked about the loneliness of final decision making. And this is how Abraham must have 

felt when he led Isaac to the Akeda. 
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episodes related in Scripture. As in a surrealistic sequence of events, one 

superimposed upon the other and packed with masterful symbolisms, the 

following story emerges: 

First, an "Other," seeming to Jacob as a man, began to wrestle with him till the 

dawn of light. As the night progressed, Jacob cleaved to the "Other" and did not 

let him go. He then struck Jacob on the hollow of the thigh, asking Jacob to let 

him go for the day breaker h. Jacob would let him go on condition that the 

"Other" blessed him. Instead, he changed Jacob's name to Israel. And when 

Jacob asked for the "Other's" name, he refused but blessed him there. When the 

sun rose, Jacob called the name of this place Pniel,/or I have seen God face to 

face and my life is preserved. And he was limping. 

What is the significance of this episode? Is it a prophetic vision, as 

Maimonides saw it? Who was the "Other" who wrestled with Jacob? The 

guardian angel of Esau, as Rashi interprets it, or as Ibn Ezra saw him, a heavenly 

messenger, sent to encourage Jacob to convince him, that just as the angel was 

unable to subdue Jacob neither would Esau? And what was the wrestling all 

about? Is it the outer manifestation of an inner st~uggle, a catharsis in the soul of 

Jacob, searching for his true self~ as those with a psychological bent of mind 

would interpret it, or does its significance lie somewhere else entirely? 

All are agreed that this episode marked a turning point in the spiritual odyssey 

of Jacob, for they see profound meaning in the change of name from Jacob, the 

supplanter, to Israel, prince of the Lord. 

Rashi, with his usual deep insights, has this to say about the dialogue between 

Jacob and the Other: 

Jacob: Confirm the blessing, with which my father blessed me and which Esau 

contests. 

The Other: It shall not be said henceforth that the blessings were acquired by 

deceit (;,~pll~). but by overcoming (c,,lV~). 

In other words, as Rashi interprets it, the battle was rather amicable. Jacob 

requested confirmation of the blessing taken by guile from his brother Esau, and 

the angel, by changing his name, obliged. In such interpretation, the Israel was 

merely a ratification of Isaac's blessing, originally intended for Esau. 12 But what 

about the blow on Jacob's hollow of his thigh resulting in his limping? 

12. See Dar le-Dor, Vol 10,1, for a different interpretation of that blessing. 
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This limping, connected in Scripture with the prohibition of eating the sinew of 

the thigh vein, 13 has detracted attention from its possible deeper significance, 

relegating it to a minor role in this narration. It seems to me, however, that this 

particular element of the "limping" helps us to round out a "Gestalt" of this 

narration, where the various parts, seemingly disarrayed, fall into a meaningful 

whole. 

Scripture is a record of man's encounter with God in which, through a 

particular man, His designs and plans are made manifest. It may be an 

experience shared by mutual agreement (as in Amos); a loving submission as in 

Abraham or Hoshea; it can be sensed in a daring "send me" of Isaiah; it can turn 

into an agonizing and ambivalent compulsion of Jeremiah, who cursed the day 

on which he was born to be a prophet of the Lord and to carry the burden of His 

harsh words to Israel; 14 and in attempts to escape as in Jonah. On occasion the 

Navi is pressed into God's service. The best known is, of course, the case of the 

father of the prophets, Moses, who refused five times to be a Navi. But, perhaps, 

the most violent meeting is the one related in Jacob's wrestling with the angel. 

Here, Jacob is seized physically. But what was the strife about? Jacob, as we 

noted before, was plagued by self-doubts. Was God indeed with him, as Jacob 

had been promised twice? The realities he had been through, coupled with the 

fears stemming from his forthcoming meeting with Esau, and the uncertainties of 

starting a new life in Canaan were not in keeping with the promise. He thus 

wanted renewal of the blessing. God's intention was to impose· upon him the 

new challenge of Israel, which, inter-alia also meant to come to terms with his' 

essential nature: was it to be Jacob or Israel? At the end Jacob had to accept the 

imposition of that new challenge. The exalted new title of Israel, putting new 

burdens on Jacob, resuited in the limp, allegorically caused by a blow on his 

thigh! The blessing 15 follows the transformation. This limping bears comparison 
with the buoyancy Jacob displayed after the original blessing and promises 

given him at Beth-el. On the verse: and he (Jacob) /!fled up his feet 1'?l1 MIV'1", 

the following comment was made: As soon as Jacob received the good tidings, 

13. Gen. 32:33. 

14. Jeremiah 20:7-10. 

15. Please note: Here the blessing follows the change of name, while further on the procedure is 

reversed. 
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his heart bore his feet (meaning, he travelled swiftly, being encouraged by God's 

promise to him). 17 Ironically, at Beth-el his heart bore his feet 18 but here, at Pniel, 

where Jacob was transformed into Israel, he came out limping! 

SERvANT OF THE LORD, SERVANT OF ESAU 

In his heartrending prayer, Jacob had pleaded: I am not worthy of all the 

mercies and of all the truth, which Thou hast shown unto Thy servant (32: II). It 

is the first time in the Bible that any man had addressed himself as servant of the 

Lord. This prayer was uttered before Jacob's wrestling with the angel. Yet, 

shortly after, on meeting his brother Esau with his four hundred men, Jacob 

bowed down to the ground seven times, calling Esau "my lord" and himself "thy 

servant" repeatedly. 

This debasing act while an obvious gesture of placating Esau, has created 

some controversy among our traditional interpreters. Thus the Lekach Tob 

suggests that this was not merely a necessary step demanded by the critical 

situation facing Jacob, but it contained also a message for future generations: 19 

Do not stand stiffiy in front of an approaching wave, for if you do, you will 

be engulfed. Rather, if you bend, the wave will pass over you. 

There are others who condemn Jacob for lowering himself before Esau.20 

Because Jacob prostrated himself to Esau seven times, seven possessions 

were taken from him (from his descendants): The tent of meeting, Gilgal, 

Shiloh, Nob, Gibeon, the First Temple, the Second Temple. 

It is characteristic of Scripture that it portrays the ambivalence of our 

Patriarch. Almost immediately after the most challenging and triumphant 

16. Gen 29:1. 

17. Genesis Rabba 70. 

18. R. Abba who suggested this comment, based himself on Proverbs 14:30: A tranquil heart is 

the life of the flesh. 

19. Torah Shelema 32:23. 

20. Midrash Habiur, quoted by Kasher Encyclopedia of Biblical Interpretations Vol. IV, pp. 161. 
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moment in his life, when his name was changed to Israel, it is related: And Jacob 

lifted up his eyes ... and behold, Esau came (33:1), this being followed by servile 

bowing and calling himself "servant of Esau." Though we have indicated before 

some of Jacob's similarities with Moses, this is the place to point to a remarkable 

dissimilarity between both. 

Moses who had just been charged by the Lord to come before Pharaoh and to 

free his people from bondage, had asked: Who am I? God's reply is significant: 

... and this shall be the token that I have sent you, when you have brought the 

people out of Egypt, you shall serve God upon this mountain (Ex. 3:11,12). The 

significance of God's assurance is not lost on Moses. The fact of freeing Israel 

from Pharaoh's bondage (n11~Y) will lead to service of God ('l1~Y'). Israel is 

destined to enter the service of the Lord. Service to God and bondage to man are 

exclusive of each other. Because they are My servants ,~ Ci1 C,1::JY ,::J was 

eventually to become the heritage oflsrael. In the case of the patriarch, however, 

it was Jacob the servile play-actor and not the quintessential Israel who made 

ready to meet his brother. 

JACOB AND ISRAEL 

With the meeting with Esau ending in reconciliation, Jacob's anxieties on re

entering Canaan should have found a peaceful resolution. But we know this was 

far from the truth. On the contrary, we now enter a phase of his life filled with 

unrest and beset by personal tragedies. We are witnesses to some more divine 

revelations and we are disturbed by lacunae in the narration which challenge the 

imagination. Let us begin with some unanswerable questions. Why was no 

attempt recorded in Scripture on the part of Jacob to visit his parents, or at least 

his mother? Why ~re we told of the death of Rebekah's nursemaid, but nothing 

of Rebekah's death? But above all, why didn't Jacob fulfill his vow made at Beth
el? Midrashim fill in some missing parts and have some harsh words of 

condemnation. 21 

Because he delayed fulfilment of his vow, he was afflicted (with the sin of) 

idolatry. This we learn from the verse: Put away the strange gods. 

Immorality? From the incident of Dinah. And about bloodshed? From the 

21. Torah Shelemah. 
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verse: They (the sons) of Jacob slew all the males (of Shechem) (34:25). 

This delay in fulfilment of a vow is worse than the three cardinal sins. 

A brief sequence of events, comprising perhaps three to five years of Jacob's life, 

compressed in a few chapters (33-35), is here in order. After crossing the Yabbok 

River at a site, corresponding to the modern Adam Bridge, at which spot he had 

the fateful confrontation with the "angel", and after meeting Esau, he moved in 

the direction of Shechem, a natural road leading from Paddan-aram to Canaan. 

There he encamped, purchasing a parcel of land. 22 In Shechem the tragedy of 

Dinah's rape took place, resulting in a massacre of Shechem's male population 

by two of Jacob's sons. There Jacob had a new revelation in which he was 

reminded to go to Beth-el to make there an altar unto God, who appeared to you 

when you fled from Esau. He did as he was told. At Beth-el God manifested 

Himself to Jacob in the following terms: 23 

Thy name is Jacob 

Thy name shall not be called anymore Jacob 

but Israel shall be thy name 

Our traditional commentators are agreed that the meaning of the strange 

wording is that "Jacob" would remain his name, but that "Israel" would 

represent his true, perhaps his eternal and corporate nature. In his manifestation 

there is no shred of confrontation. The blessing came first, in contrast to the prior 

encounter in which the blessing came after the imposition of the title Israel, then 

confirmation of an additional name: Israel. 

It is indicative of the relationship between God and Jacob, which was later to 

characterize the relationship between God and the Jewish people, that hard upon 

the renewal of blessings, Jacob's faith was tried by a new ·series of tragedies, 

foremost the loss of Rachel, after giving birth to Benjamin. 

That he was both Jacob and Israel made it possible to save the integrity of the 

22. Rabbi Judah ben Simon said: This is one of the three sites about which the nations of the 

world cannot taunt Israel saying: "They are in your hand through robbery." They are the Cave of 

Machpela (Hevron Kiryat Arba), the Temple site, and Joseph's tomb (in Shechem). What a 

relevant saying even for today! 

23. Genesis 35:10. 
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entire family: The bloodshed committed by Shimon and Levi, the misdeed of 

Reuben with regard to Bilhah, the aberration of Judah, would not deny them to 

be counted among the Children of Israel. 

In Migdal-eder the last stop recorded of Jacob's journey to rejoin his father in 

Hebron, an indignity was perpetrated against him by his first-born son, Reuben. 

This affront is referred to in the following words:" 

While Israel dwelt in the land ... Reuben went and lay with Bilhah, his 

father's concubine; And Israel heard of it. 

Nothing is said about what prompted Reuben to commit such an act and what 

was Jacob's reaction. Yet some hints are alluded to within the context of the 

relevant passage. For, the only time, one of the wives of Jacob is called a 

concubine - l/ll?•~. Now we find that Absalom, when he rebelled against his 

father David went in unto his father's concubines in the sight of all israel." One 

could, thus, maintain the possibility that in the face of Jacob's apparent 

preference for Joseph, Reuben, a brash young man (C'C~ t~) declared himself 

with this childish act the legitimate successor of Jacob. 

It is equally significant that Jacob in this quoted passage, is for the first time 

referred to as Israel. That was to indicate that Jacob acted in this instance as the 

man of destiny and did not exclude Reuben from the patrimony. That he forgave 

Reuben is alluded to in the same verse which told of Reuben's sin: and the sons 

of Jacob were twelve. 

FEAR NOT TO GO DOWN INTO EGYPT 

The seventeen year old lad, Joseph, receiving a coat of many colors, brought 

new tragedies upon Jacob and his family. At this stage it is nigh impossible to 

determine cause and effect. Was this blatant preference for Joseph an echo of 
favoritism experienced by Jacob in his own youth? Did this favoritism trigger 

Reuben's sin, and this in turn, Jacob's gift of that special coat to Joseph? What 

we are immediately aware of is the opening of floodgates of hatred and jealousy 

sweeping over Joseph. And, knowing the whole story we are also dimly aware 

24. Gen. 35:22. 

25. II Samuel 16:22. 
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that in this fashion Providence intervened. Acts of excessive love or hatred, 

sometimes even of sin, become the instruments of God's larger design. Events 

follow events forming a coherent chain that eventually bring Jacob and his family 

to Egypt. 

When Jacob found that Joseph was alive he exclaimed: I will go and see him 

before I die. 26 Moving south from Hebron to Beer-sheba, he offered sacrifices 

unto the God of his father Isaac. And it is there that God reassured Jacob: Fear 

not to go down into Egypt ... for I will there make of you a great nation. 27 

We note that, on hearing that Joseph was alive, Jacob's decision to move his 

entire family to Egypt was spontaneous. It is noteworthy to observe Jacob, the 

stricken father. He was not overly impressed on hearing that Joseph had turned 

into a great personality in Egypt. His first reaction was: Joseph my son is alive! 

New doubts assailed him when he came to Beer-sheva. We take notice of it, when 

Scripture specifically states that he sacrificed unto the God of his father Isaac. 

Isaac, as will be remembered had ,been forbidden to leave the land: Go not down 

into Egypt, sojourn in this land and I will be with thee." Worse, perhaps, than 

his doubts were his fears. In fact, we have noted that all divine revelations were 

occasioned by Jacob's existential fears: namely fears that threatened Jacob, the 

Patriarch of the people of Israel. Here in Beer-sheva he was beset by multiple 

apprehensions: The third uprooting in his old age coupled with the uncertainty of 

starting life in a hostile environment; and what might happen to the promises 

given to the patriarchs, when their descendants would be settled in Egypt? 

Perhaps more than the anxieties attending his move to Egypt, Jacob may have 

been haunted by the prospect that it was he, Jacob, who now would set into 

motion that Covenant C"1n:Ji1 T':l, known well in his family, between God and 

Abraham. At the Covenant, Abraham had been told. 29 

Know of a surety that thy seed shall be strangers in a land not theirs, and 

shall serve them, and they shall affiict them for four hundred years. 

This vision which had needed great strength of character and faith to accept, 

26. Gen. 45:28. 

27. Gen. 46:3. 

28. Gen. 26:2. 

29. Gen. 15:1-21. 
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was about to become dreaded reality. At this moment of crisis God appeared to 

Jacob n?•'m mM,~~ - in the visions of the night and said:30 

I am God, the God of thy father - (whom I had forbidden to go down to 

Egypt). 

fear not to go down into Egypt 

for I will there make of thee a great nation; 

I will go down with thee into Egypt - (thee is corporate Israel) 

and I will also surely bring thee up again. 

Thus, even in this last fateful decision we see the dramatic admixture of Jacob 

the man, anxious to meet Joseph, and Israel, tool of Providence. 

A FINAL ASSESSMENT 

The story of Jacob as related in Holy Scripture is fascinating for a variety of 

reasons. The account of his personal life takes shape against the background of 

Providence which singled him out to be instrumentel in the fulfilment of a grand 

design. Thus, from the start, we are witness to a sort of biblical drama caused by 

tensions between human aspiration and divine plans. On the human level we had 

occasion to note the contradiction in the personality of Jacob, the quiet, 

introspective en 1V'M, yet capable, when stirred or challenged, to overcome a 

hostile environment. And, beyond Jacob the individual, we become aware of 

Jacob-Israel, who set the archetypal patterns of Jewish history.· Some of the 

actions taken by him under compulsion, foreshadow future events. History 

would confirm, e.g. that only in Egypt could Israel, being the outsiders and 

pariahs, mold its special character and develop the numerical strength which, 

under the leadership of a Moses, would be sufficient to conquer Canaan. 

Furthermore, it is precisely the paradoxical traits in Jacob which were to 

characterize his descendants to this day. This, perhaps, is the source of the 
universal antagonism toward and fascination for the Jewish people evinced by 
the peoples of the world, stemming from bewilderment in the face of such 

peculiarity. 

Our sages showed deep insight when they maintained: C'l~? 1~'0 m~M ;"111/~~ 

the deeds (or stories) of our patriarchs are signs for their descendants. 
30. Gen. 46:3-4. 
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ALIENS AND ISRAELITES 

Part II 

BY MAX M. ROTHSCHILD 

Part I appeared in the Summer issue of Dor le-Dor, Vol IX, 4; 1981 

Our study of the relationship between Israelites and non-Israelites in biblical 

times led us to the "Nilvim" - 0'1'7) - as a special group of aliens seeking to join 

the Hebrews. It seems that their appearance, judging by the passage in Deutero

lsaiah (Isaiah 56 :6fT.) and Zechariah (2: 15) which we quoted in our previous arti

cle, constituted, at least according to Kaufmann, the beginning of a new move

ment, a new period in the history of the development of the religion of Israel. The 

very term "Nilvim", as we have seen, is new. The prophet finds a need to explain 
it to his hearers and readers: these are people who join the faith of Israel both 

with regard to its ethical ideals and they also follow some of the practical obser

vances as well. Temple worship did not exist among the exiles in Babylonia. 

There were thus only two basic factors in the religious attitude of these non· 

Hebraic Nilvim, namely, the cessation of idol worship on the one hand, ·and on 

the other, uniting with the Israelites in the hope for the speedy restoration of the 

Temple in Jerusalem and the return to the land of Israel. 

While the latter factor is quite unique in ancient history, involving not merely a 

change of spiritual and cultic orientation but a physical uprooting and change of 

abode as well, there is an additional element here which must not be overlooked. 

This concerns the very nature of the biblical religion of Israel as a covenant. 
From the earliest passages in the Torah, until the last books of the Tenakh, the 

relationship of the people of Israel to their God was that of a partnership, a 

"brith", a covenant. The covenant between God and His people was the founda

tion of all religious, social and legal ordinances governing the life of the Israelites. 

Dr. Rothschild, past Director of the Department of Regional Activities of the United Synagogue of 

America, served as the secretary of the first World Jewish Bible Society International Conference, 

held in Israel in the spring of 1973. 
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Deutero-Isaiah himself, in the classical passage under discussion, explains the 

Nil vim as "holding fast by My covenant" (Isaiah 56 :6). Whether an acutal 

ceremony of entering the covenant existed at that relatively early time - i.e. a 

ceremony involving both sides - can only be conjectured. Kaufmann thinks that 

the words in Isaiah 56:6 hint at such a ceremony, but to us it is known only from 

later times, i.e., the Hasmonean era. Whereas Ezra and Nehemiah were quite 

outspoken in their fight against the admission of aliens or foreigners into the fold 

of Israel, Deutero-Isaiah here shows a positive attitude toward these people. He 

promises them that they may serve God together with the original Israelites. 

In any event, a certain amount of confusion prevails with regard to these 

"Nil vim" during the time of this prophet, i.e., on the eve of the restoration and 

return to Eretz Yisrael. There certainly had not yet crystallized a definite form or 

ritual for them to join the Israelite faith and to become children of the covenant. 

We do not know the precise stage at which the Nilvim underwent any kind of 

ritual. They continued to be called "strangers". 

THE MITYAHADIM 

Kaufmann thinks that these Nilvim actually originated from a much larger 

group, the so-called Mityahadim - C",:-l"n~ -or Judaizers, or "those wanting to 

become Jews". We meet this term only once in the entire Tenakh, in the book of 

Esther (8:17): And many from among the peoples of the land became Jews 

(milyahadim), for the fear of the Jews was fallen upon them. It is interesting to 

note that the Revised Standard Version translates the term: " ... declared 

themselves Jews". There is a possibility, as some scholars argue, that these 

Mityahadim acted only on a pretense, i.e., that they adopted the Israelite religion 

only for the time of the emergency but not out of inner conviction, much in the 
manner in which the Marannos adopted Catholicism in the time of the Spanish 
Inquisition. 

Furthermore, in Esther 9:27 we have again the term "Nilvim", applied to those 

from among the Persians who took the part of the Jews, or joined themselves to 

them after the downfall of Haman during the denouement of the Purim story. 

The point has been made, and we think correctly, that the Book of Esther 
describes Judaizers who joined the Hebrews out of fear, whereas the "Nilvim" of 

Deutero-Isaiah apparently wanted to become Jews out of love and inner convic-
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tion. In fact, in Isaiah 56:3 there appears an undertone of apprehension from 

among those Nilvim, lest they be discriminated against, along with other "disad

vantaged" groups, such as the eunuchs: Neither let the alien that hath joined 

himself to the Lord, speak, saying: 'The Lord will surely separate me from His 

people'; neither let the eunuch say 'Behold, I am a dry tree'. The Septuagint, on 

the other hand, does not translate the "Nil vim" in the entire Isaiah passage as 

"proselytes", but as "allogenes", or members of a different people, i.e., strangers. 
Based on Kaufmann's analysis, it may thus be said that in that pre-restoration 

period of Deutero-Isaiah (or, according to some, Trito·lsaiah), there was some 

movement toward joining the religion of Israel, but there certainly does not occur 

a conscious activity of proselytizing. In addition, the fact that the "Nilvim" are 

assured that they will be settled in Eretz Yisrael together with the returning tribes, 

makes it clear that at that stage in Israel's history, no definite separation existed 

as yet between Judaism as a religion and the actual physical dwelling of the peo

ple of Israel in the land of Israel. Religion had not as yet, so to speak, become 

abstracted from the national homeland, although we do know of Jewish com

munities living at that time in lands outside of Eretz Yisrael. 

Professor Gevaryahu has noted that the term "mityahed" does occur once in 

the Apocrypha, in the supplement to the book of Daniel, called the story of "Bel 

and the Dragon", where king Cyrus is accused by his own people of being 

"friendly to the Jews". Both the Septuagint as well as Theodotion's version read 

here: " ... ha'melekh hityahed", which the Revised Standard Version translates: 

"the king has become a Jew". It is not at all sure, however, whether or not his 

story goes back much beyond the second century B.C.E., and none of the 

scholars were able to determine whether this text is of Hebraic origin, or when it 
was composed. 

In addition, we have now one of the discoveries from the Judean desert, in 

Cave 4, containing the "Prayer of king Nabonaid", last of the Babylonian kings. 

In this prayer, Nabonaid shows himself as repentant of his old idol worship. 

After he had been stricken with a skin disease as punishment for his pagan 

beliefs, he called upon a Jewish sage who taught him the faith of Israel and the 

belief in one God. Whether this story is historically true is by no means certain. 

The king does not appear in the biblical book of Daniel, although Babylonian 

sources, kno~n for some time, mention N abonaid as the last ruler of the Empire, 
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as well as the fact that he spent seven years in Arabia, having come to the 

Babylonian throne in 555 B.C. As some scholars suspect, it could be that the 

Nebuchadnezzar of the biblical book of Daniel was a midrash on the historic 

person of king Nabonaid - in which case the Book of Daniel would appear as 

less reliable a source of history than the text found in Cave 4. However, we must 

not forget that the text found is very short and fragmentary. It could not have 

been known to Kaufmann, of course. In the absence of addional reliable texts, we 

can only say that the verses in Isaiah reflect truly the state of affairs regarding 

those aliens who sought to join the faith and the people of Israel towards the end 

of the Babylonian exile. 

A sociological factor has to be added to this consideration. The Jews in the 

early diaspora were settled at first almost exclusively in large cities where they 

lived in more or less closed societies. As more Israelites left Eretz Yisrael, smaller 

settlements (not only in Babylonia, but also in North Africa, Egypt, Southern Ita

ly, etc.) came into being. Contacts with non-Jews had to ·increase substantially, 

and thus the conditions were created for greater interest of non-Jews in the 

·religion of Israel, which then led to conversions to Judaism on a larger scale in 

subsequent times. We shall look at these developments in our next study. 

IN MEMORIAM 

Jacob Joseph Asher, revered father 

Jacob Farber of Chicago and Jerusalem 

Jacob Gold of Chicago and Jerusalem 

Joseph Grand of St. Louis, Missouri 

Joseph M. Levine of Chicago 

Donated by Norman Asher 



THE MAKERS OF ISRAEL 
A Note on Psalm 149 1'ivYJ 7N,1V' nOlV' 

BY LOUIS I. RABINOWITZ 

The last five psalms constitute the Hallelujah psalms wherein, in their totality, 

all Creation is enjoined to sing the praises of God. These psalms are included in 
the daily service and, incidentally, they include one feature which is totally absent 

in the Orthodox service, namely, the use of instrumental music which is 

emphasized in both the last two of these psalms. Their use on Sabbaths and 

Festivals is, of course, forbidden by the Halachah but it is equally absent on 

weekdays and such festivals as Purim and Chanukah to which the Halachic 

prohibition does not apply. 

This note, however, deals with the penultimate psalm, Psalm 149. Verse 2 is 

translated: Let Israel rejoice in its Maker, the reference being obviously to God, 

the "Maker" of Israel, to which He is referred elsewhere. There is, however, ·one 
peculiarity which is, as far as I am aware, unique. The word ~'Osav" - ,,tvl.' -
translated "its Maker" is in the plural, and literally means "those who made it". 

Ibn Ezra comments on this peculiarity in loco and maintains that the plural is 

employed since it refers to Elohim, which is a plural form. It is true that on a few 

rare occasions the divine name Elohim is construed as a plural, of which the best 

known example is Deuteronomy 4. 7, and therefore the explanation given by Ibn 

.Ezra is not entirely excluded, and "Osav" 1'iv'1l7 would refer to the Divine. I 

venture to suggest the possibility that the word refers not to a Divine Maker, but 

to human mortal makers. 

Who then are the "Makers of Israel" referred to in this verse? A close reading 

of the Psalm has convinced me that the "makers" are human ones, the king and 

his pious warriors, who are the chassidim mentioned in the first verse. They also, 

like all other things created mentioned in the previous Psalm 148, are adjured to 

praise God. The mention of them concludes this Psalm, and the following Psalm 

expands the theme. 

Rabbi Prof. L.l. Rabinowitz, formerly Chief Rabbi of South Africa and Professor of Hebrew at the 

University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, is Deputy Editor-in-Chief of the Encyclopedia 

Judaica and Editor ofthe Judaic Year Book. He was also Deputy Mayor of Jerusalem. 
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The "Makers of Israel" are the warrior king, the subject of verses 2 and 3 with 

whom the Children of Israel are enjoined to be joyful, while these pious warriors, 

the chassidim are the subject of the rest of the psalm. For not only are "the high 

praises of God in their mouth" but, in addition, they wield "a two edged sword in 

their hands to execute vengeance upon the nations and chastisements upon the 

people etc.", and God is their glory. 
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TORAH DIALOGUES 

BY HAROLD D. HALPERN 

DEY ARIM - DEUTERONOMY 

The Book of Devarim (Deuteronomy) consists of addresses by Moses in which he 
reviews the forty year sojourn in the wilderness and many of the laws promulgated during 
that period. New laws are announced. Dramatic exhortations to be faithful to God while 
avoiding the pagan practices of the Canaanites form a refrain in the early and later 
chapters. 

The first Sidra covers the entire sweep of the forty year wilderness period: the spy 
incident and resultant long stay at Kadesh; the appointment of judges; the treks past Seir 
(Edam), Moab and Ammon, the attacks of Sihon and Og and the division of their 
territories in trans~Jordan among the tribes of Reuben, Gad and Manasseh. 

QUESTIONS 

DEVARIM 

1. Why, of all matters and incidents in I he wilderness, does Moses begin wilh 
his appoinlmenl of judges and !he de/ega/ion of aulhorily? (1:15 JJ). 

2. Where else in the :11m are there instructions to judges? 
3. Which crucial episode of /he wilderness is omilled by Moses in the opening 

chapters of Devarim? 
4. Whenever an incident is retold in !he Torah there are differences. Find al 

leas/ two varia/ions in the descriplion of the spy expedilion here (1 :22-38) 
·and in Numbers 13. 

5. This Sidra is always read on the Shabbat preceding Tisha B'Av. This is 
appropriate because it deals with admonitions to Israel and warnings of 
national catastrophe. Which word connects the parashah wilh the Book of 
Lamentations read on the fast day? 

VA-ETHANAN 

1. As the Sidrah begins Moses recalls how he pleaded wilh God to allow him to 
cross the Jordan. He is told to view the land but not to cross over. Instead he 

Rabbi Harold {Chaim) HaJpern is past President of the Bergen Country, New Jersey, Board of 
Rabbis. These "Torah Dialogues" grew out of discussions between the Rabbi and his congregants 
in Beth Tikvah Synagogue in New Milford, New Jersey. 
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RESPONSES 
DEVARIM 

l. Moses' first oration prepares the people for entry into Canaan (l :6-8). 
Judges would be needed for an orderly transition (cf. Nahmanides on 1 :9). 

-2. Much of Parashat Mishpatim (Exodus 21-23), especially Exodus 23:1-3, 
6-9. Parts of Kedoshim (Lev. 19:15, 33-37) and Shoftim (Deut. 16:18-20, 
17:2-12). 

3. The incident of the golden calf. It is brought up in 9:16 ff. 
4. a. A vital new fact, that the people had requested that spies be sent, is 

introduced here. In Numbers 13: l it is apparently a divine instruction 
(cf. Nahmanides, ad loc.). 

b. Here Moses glosses over the pessimistic report of the majority of the 
spies which is emphasized in Numbers. (Nehamah Leibowitz, citing 
David Hoffman, draws a lesson from this omission: the fact of 
instigation is no excuse for a sinner. See also Mattot, question number 
two in the Fall issue of Dor le-Dor.) 

c. The punishment of Moses appended to the spy incident here (v. 37) is 
not connected with it in the Numbers version (cf. Nahmanides on Deut. 
l :37). 

5. ~~·K (Echah) in Deuteronomy I: 12 and the first word of Lamentation 
chapters l, 3 and 4. This word occurs in the Torah only in Deuteronomy. 

VA-ETHANAN 

l. Joshua is omitted in the battles against Arad, Sihon and Og (Num 21) and 
against Midian (Num. 31). Some believe that he was not successful in his 
early exploits, such as Amalek (Ex. 17:8-13). Joshua apparently needed 
constant encouragement (Deut. 3:2lf, 3:28 and later in 31:7f and in Josh. 
l :6-9). 

2. Verse 4 in Chapter four is recited at the beginning of the Torah reading. 
Verse 34 is cited in the Pesach Haggadah. Verse 35 opens the Hakafot 
service on Simhat Torah (Ashkenazi ritual). Verse 39 is the last sentence of 
the Alenu paragraph at the conclusion of every service. Verse 44 is recited as 
the Sefer Torah is raised in the synagogue (Ashkenazi). 

3. In Deuteronomy, the fifth commandment emphasizes that well-being in the 
land will result from honoring parents. Also, the order of the tenth 
commandment is altered and "his field" is added. Perhaps these changes 
reflect the imminent entry in Canaan (cf. Nahmanides). In the ninth 
commandment K11V (vain) is substituted for ,piV (falsehood). Ibn Ezra (on 
Ex. 20) considers the differences to be due to the less formal language 
utilized by Moses in explaining the commandments. He emphasizes that 
nowhere is the essential meaning or intent altered. 

4. According to Sifre the "how" of loving God is spelled out in the verses 
beginning "these words ~hich I command you ... " and our love is 
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QUESTIONS 

VA-ETHANAN (Continued) 

is to appoint Joshua to lead the people. Joshua was commander in the battle . 
against A malek but his name is conspicuously missing in recently mentioned 
military operations (Book of Numbers). Which are they? What reason can 
you offer for passing over Joshua? 

2. This Sidrah contains both the Sh'ma and the Ten Commandments. It is also 
often quoted in the Siddur. Find at/east three passages in chapter 4 alone 
which are part of Jewish liturgy. 

3. In Dor-le-Dor number 29 we dealt with the differences between the wording 
of the Sabbath commandment here and in Exodus 20. Find two other 
significant variations in other commandments. How do you explain the 
altered language in Deuteronomy? 

4. "You shall love the Lord ... " (6:5) is a beautiful thought but it poses 
problems: If love is an uncontrollable emotion, how can the Torah mandate 
it? Also, how is a human able to love God? 

5. Maimonides and other sages list seven mitzvot or commandments in the 
Sh'ma paragraph. Make up your own list based on Deuteronomy 6:4-9 and 
then compare it with the traditional list given in the response. 

EKEV 

1. "Man does not live by bread only, but by all that proceeds from the Lord's 
mouth does man live." (8:3) What does this rtj'er to in the context of Moses' 
discourse? What broader religious significance can be attached to the 
phrase? 

2. The Land of Israel has not been known as a source of copper and iron. Yet 
the Torah speaks of "stones of iron" and copper mines. The historian, 
Josephus, and the Mishnah (Suk 3:I) mention a mountain of iron near 
Jerusalem. What corroboration of the account in 8:9 do modern times 
provide? 

3. In his free review of the episodes of the golden calf and the shattering and 
replacement of the tablets of the commandments (9:7-10:7), Moses adds two 
details. Which special prayer and which object does Moses mention here 
which were not included in the parallel accounts in Exodus 32 and 34? 

4. In 11:6 Moses recalls the rebellion of Dathan and A biram. Whose name is 
conspicuously absent from this account? Are you able to give a reason for 
this omission? 

5. What is the distinction drawn between agriculture in Egypt and in the Land 
of Israel in 11:10-12? What religious significance may be drawn from the 
contrast? 
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manifested in all the mitzvot we observe. Maimonides states that a person 
attains to love of God through study and contemplation. Bahya Ibn Pakuda 
believes that this love is innate in humans and a reflection of God's love. It is 
activated through utter surrender to His will. According to Erich Fromm, 
famed psychologist, love is not a matter of chance but requires desire and 
effort. He also draws a contrast between the Christian and Jewish attitudes. 
The former, he says, equates love with belief while the latter connects it with 
experience and action. Prof. Moshe Weinfeld of the Hebrew University 
believes that the verb is more properly defined as "you shall be loyal." 

5. a. Acknowledge God's unity. 
b. Love of God. 
c. Recite the Sh'ma morning and evening. 
d. Study the Torah and teach it. 
e. & f. Put tephilin on arm and head. 
g. Affix a mezuzah. 

EKEV 

1. In the context, it refers to the fact that the natural produce of the wilderness 
could not have sustained the Israelites during their sojourn there. God's 
special beneficence ("that proceeds from the Lord's mouth ... ") in the form 
of Manna was necessary. The phrase conveys the wider message that life 
depends upon spiritual as well as material content. 

2. Remains of "King Solomon's Mines" at Timna in the Negev yielded 
commercial quantities of copper in recent years. Professor Nelson Glueck 
uncovered ancient copper mining operations and iron smelters in the 
Arabah, the rift south of the Dead Sea. Near Elat, the largest copper smelter 
of antiquity has been uncovered. 

3. a. A prayer of intercession for Aaron, his brother (9:20). 
b. An ark for the tablets (10:1-3). In Exodus an ark was built by Bezalel, 

and Rashi feels that there were actually two arks. Other commentators 
disagree. 

4. Korah (Num. 16). Commentators give various reasons for the omission. 
Perhaps Moses didn't wish to gloat. The Talmud theorizes that Korah isn't 
mentioned so as not to embarrass his survivors (Num. 26:11) or his fellow 
Levites (cf. Nahmanides on Deut. 1:37). 

5. Egyptian agricultural production depends upon irrigation which is man's 
labor. Israelite produce relies upon rain which is God's favor. God's steady 
concern is manifest in the Land of Israel and is dependent upon obedience to 
the Torah (see following verses and cf. Ramban). According to Professor S. 
Talman of the Hebrew University, heavenly waters generally are similes for 
blessing throughout the Bible while lower waters carry negative 
connotations. 



SPECULATIONS ON JOB 

BY SAM M. SILVERMAN 

Job ranks among the world's profoundest books. Its author is unknown. But 

can we learn from the text where and when he lived? 

The first verse mentions the land of Uz as Job's home. But, where was Uz?. 

Scholars generally conjecture that it was east of Palestine and north of Edom. 

My own conjecture, based on the historical background and on the references in 

Jeremiah and Lamentations, is that it was in the Negev. 

As for the historical background, we know that in very early times the 

wanderings of the Hebrews led them southward. Abraham made his way to 

Egypt. The caravan, with Joseph as its slave, travelled southward to Egypt. 

Nelson Glueck has shown that, already in those patriarchal days, agriculture 

flourished in the Negev and trade routes passed through the Negev en route to 

the land of the Pharaoh. Deuteronomy, which exhorts the Hebrews against the 

Ammonites and Moabiles, enjoins them not to abhor an Edomite, "for he is thy 

brother," or an Egyptian, "because thou wast a stranger in his land" (23 :4, 8, 9). 

After the Era of the Patriarchs, however, the Negev was deserted. Not until the 

reign of Solomon did it again flourish as trade and industry moved southward. 

Etzion Geber was built to carry on commerce with Arabia and Ethiopia. 

Solomon furthered trade with Egypt by his marriage to a daughter of Pharaoh. 

With the hostile Philistines astride the coastal road, the Negev route was 

developed, with walled towns to protect it. These towns were located at oases, 

where there was water and food could be grown. They enjoyed considerable 

autonomy, especially when the government in Jerusalem was weak. After 

Solomon's death, the Negev trade routes fell into disuse and were not revived 

until the reign of Uzziah in the eight century B.C.E. Uzziah built a new port, 

Elath, on the ruins of Ezion-Geber but met with only temporary, limited success 
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Chemical Physics at University of Toledo and as Visiting Professor in Astronomy, Hydarabad. 

He is a prolific writer, having more than 90 publications to his credit. He has ventured also in areas 
of human behavior and Jewish problems. 
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in reviving trade. During the reign of his grandson, Ahaz, about 720 B.C.E., 

Elath was under Edomite administration. Two decades later, Sennacherib, the 

Assyrian, boasts that he had taken many Judean cities and turned them over to 

Philistine kings. But the route to Egypt through the Negev continued in use, since 

a century later when Jerusalem fell to the Babylonians, Jewish refugees streamed 

southward, taking the prophet Jeremiah with them. 
Uz, unmentioned since the genealogies of Genesis and Chronicles, reoccurs 

soon after the Babylonian triumph over Judea (Jeremiah 25 :20; Lamentations, 

4:21). Jeremiah mentions Uz among the many nations that are to drink the cup 

of the wine of fury. The order in which he mentions them is not haphazard. The 

seacoast cities of Ashkelon, Gaza, Ekron and Ashdod are grouped together and 

are followed by countries to the east - Edom, Moab and Ammon. Uz is 

mentioned after Egypt and before the land of the Philistines and their coastal 

cities to the west and Edom, Moab and Ammon countries east of Judah. It seems 

reasonable, therefore, to place it in the Negev between Egypt and Judah and 

between the seacoast and Edom. There walled towns may still have dotted the 

trade route. 

Lamentations mentions Uz as part of the land of Ed om during the flight of the 

refugees from Jerusalem. Edom is cursed in this chapter as well as in Obadiah, 

I :10-14, for barring the southward flight, the only possible escape route of the 

refugees. Uz, as part of Edom, could only have been in the Negev. 

Internal evidence points to the same conclusions. The four messengers that 

bring the tragic news to Job come from four directions. The first messenger 

brings word of a Sabean raid. The Sabeans were in Southern Arabia, hence their 

raid upon Uz would come from the south. The third messenger reports a 

Chaldean raid. Sennacherib, who gave Judean cities to Philistine kings, can be 

designated as a Chaldean. This raid must, therefore, have come from southern 
Judah, hence from north of Uz, if Uz was in the Negev. The second and fourth 
messengers bring news of natural catastrophes. When the second messenger 
reports that a fire of God fell from heaven (Job I :16), he was probably referring 

to the sirocco, the east wind, mentioned also in Job 15:2, 27:21, 38:24, a 

scorching wind from the desert. The fourth messenger's report of a wind that 
came from across the wilderness could be referring to the wilderness of Sin in 

Sinai, a tornado that swept out of the west. 
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Now, as to the dating of Job, there is only indirect evidence, but my conjecture 

is the quarter of a century between 625 and 600 B.C.E. We can assume that the 

author named cities and places familiar to his contemporaries. Uz must, 

therefore, have existed before the Babylonian catastrophe, since it is mentioned in 

Lamentations and in Jeremiah, books composed soon after the fall of Jerusalem. 

As a separate entity, Uz must have disappeared during the period of economic 

and social collapse following the deportations and pillage ensuing from the 

Babylonian conquest. Besides, the moral questions asked by Job, "wherefore 

doth the way of the wicked prosper" must have been asked by many of his 

defeated contemporaries. It is asked not only by Job and Jeremiah but also by 

Habakkuk (I :1-4), whose first chapter has been dated to be about 610 B.C.E. It 

is a question typical of a people, hard hit and under attack but not yet conquered. 

An exhausted, exiled people is more likely to look for consolation and hope for 

the future rather than to pose the type of question asked by Job. Hence, Job must 

be dated as pre-exilic. But, how much pre-exilic? Since the author of Job travelled 

a great deal, as we can gather from his many references to birds and animals, we 

wonder why he mentions creatures of the sea only in general terms, as in 12:7-8, 

and the only specific sea-creature is a mythical sea-monster which he could not 

have seen. Hence we may assume that he had never been to sea or to Elath, the 

Negev's outlet to the sea, which did not function after the reign of Jotham. 

For these reasons, we are inclined to set the quarter-of-a-century 625-600 

B.C.E. as the most probable date for Job. 
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THE FIFTH ADULT INTERNATIONAL BIBLE 
CONTEST 

PEOPLES OF ALL LANGUAGES COME UP TO JERUSALEM 

The prophet Zechariah (8:22-23) foresaw the day when peoples of all 

languages would come up to Jerusalem to seek there the God of truth. Such a 

day has come to pass as we greeted the chosen representatives of 31 nations 

who participated in the Fifth International Bible Contest, for Jews and non-Jews 

over the age of 18, held on Tuesday and Wednesday, September I and 2, 1981. 

Aharon ben-Shoshan, a blind 43-years-old teacher from Acre, representing 

Israel, emerged the winner of the contest. Second prize went to Francisco Evas 

de Ponto, a 38-years-old Seventh Day Adventist from Brazil. The third prize was 

divided between Alias Hadida Salame, age 32, of Venezuela, and Luis Diego 

Martin, 22, of Costa Rica. 

Questions and answers were prepared in eleven languages. For the English sec
tion, five variants of Bible translation were made availabe for the participant's 

choice. (Fortunately, the contestant from Burma agreed to use English instead of 

her native language.) 

The Bible contest aroused the interest of many peoples throughout the world. 

Scores of millions viewed the contest through their respective national T.V. chan· 

nels. The languages heard included English, French, Spanish, German, Finnish, 

Danish, Norwegian, Swedish, Dutch, Afrikaan. Hebrew was the official language 

while simultaneous translations were available to the respective participants. 

Eight of the 31 contestants were Jews. 

Preliminary contests were held in many of the countries, heard on both T.V. 

and radio. In the case of Brazil, twenty such contests were held in the federated 

states until a national representative was chosen. 

The first international contest was held in 1958, on the tenth anniversary of the 

State of Israel. It was initiated by the first Prime Minister of the State, David ben 

Gurian, a Bible student and scholar in his own right. Four such contests were 

held subsequently. After a lapse of thirteen years it was resumed, inspired by the 

interest of the present Prime Minister, Menachem Begin. It is worthy of note 

that local Bible study groups in Israel and elsewhere sprang up as a result of the 

interest engendered by these contests. Today, the central Bible study group is 
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held at Mr. Begin's home each Saturday evening. These sessions are conducted in 
Hebrew. However, the one preceding the date of the Bible contest was conducted 

in English, to accomodate the 31 contestants and national committee chairmen 

invited to this special occasion. 

Questions were prepared by a committee, headed by Joseph Shaar. Following 

this, a group of international scholars of different faiths examined carefully each 
question for its clarity and educational value. The committee was headed by 

Father Marcel Dubois, Chairman of the Philosophy Department at the Hebrew 

University. Subsequently, the questions and answers were translated into the 

various languages and then again reviewed carefully by the panel of judges, 

headed by Chief Justice Haim Cohen. The final question was prepared by the 
Prime Minister. 

The international contest is essentially the pursuit of laymen who are students 

of Bible. Contestants were chosen from amongst the thousands who applied for 

the local competitions. Men and women of all occupations participated in the 

national contests: farmers, mechanics, merchants, teachers, university students, 

physicians, a professor of mathematics, etc: The common denominator was their 

love of and quest for Bible knowledge. The. uniqueness of the Bible contest is the 

popular participation of the thousands and tens of thousands who pursue the 
study of Bible, not as a profession but as an avocation. 

The Israeli administration of the contest brought in a number of government 

ministries: The coordinator of the contest was Joseph Schatz of the Ministry of 

Education. The Foreign Office established the ties with the various countries, un

der the guidance of David Rivlin. Yaacov Halpern of the Jewish National Fund 
was in charge of tours for the participants. Moshe Hovav served as Master of 

Ceremonies. All of the committees served within the setting of the Advisory 
Council, headed by Justice Haim Cohen, formerly of the Israel Supreme Court. 

Justice Cohen also served as the Chairman of the Judges' Panel at the contest. 
Prizes were presented by Zevulun Hammer, Minister of Education and Culture. 

The Biblical books from which the questions were taken included the Pen
tateuch, Former Prophets, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Psalms and the Book of 

Ruth. 

There is an interesting sideline to this Bible contest. Two previous participants 

of the Youth Bible Contest held in Jerusalem, Marcus Bobek of Argentina, and 
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